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INTRODUCTION
In this article we study ``small'' subgroups of finite p-groups. Almost all
our results are inspired by the sections on p-groups in the odd order
w xpaper, Thompson's N-paper, BG, GLS and, naturally, classical papers of
Hall and Blackburn. Some of our results are useful not only in pure
p-group theory but also in application of p-groups to the odd order
theorem and the classification theorem. Counting theorems are important
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in many places of this paper, moreover, in Sections 7 and 8 we prove a
number of new counting theorems.
w xThe following interesting result is proved in GLS, Lemma 11.18 :
Suppose that an involution t acts on a p-group G, p ) 2; if G has an
elementary abelian subgroup of order p3, then t normalizes one of such
subgroups. In Section 1, developing the idea of the result above, we prove
THEOREM 1. Let W s Q ? G be a semidirect product with kernel G g
Ž . Ž . ŽSyl W , p ) 2, and let Q g Syl W . Suppose that W is supersol¤able i.e.,p q
.the indices of a chief series of W are primes . If G has an elementary abelian
k Žsubgroup of order p , k F 4, then G contains a normal Q-in¤ariant s W-
. kin¤ariant elementary abelian subgroup of p .
Ž w x.We do not know whether Theorem 1 holds for k s 5 see JK, KJ .
In Section 1 we also prove a number of related results. For example, if
W, Q, and G be such as in Theorem 1 and G is nonabelian, it contains a
Q-invariant minimal nonabelian subgroup.
wUsing cohomology theory, the following result was established in GLS,
xLemma 10.31 :
² : < < Ž .THEOREM 2. Let a p-group G s x ? P with G : P s p, o x s p and
 4let 1 s P e P e ??? e P s P be a chain of x-in¤ariant normal subgroups1 2 n
of P with P rP elementary abelian, 1 F i F n y 1. If each natural semidi-iq1 i
² : Ž . Ž < < p2rect product x ? P rP is isomorphic to S in that case, P rP s p ,iq1 i p iq1 i
.1 F i F n y 1 , then e¤ery element of order p in the coset Px is conjugate to x.
Cohomology theory is applied, in the proof of Theorem 2, for the case
² :n s 2 only. In that case, G s x ? P, where P is the elementary abelian
group of order p p and G ( S 2 , a Sylow p-subgroup of the symmetricp
group S 2 . In Section 2 we offer the cohomology free proof of Theorem 2p
and use that theorem to count the number of solutions of x p s 1 in a
Sylow p-subgroup of the symmetric group of degree pn.
Recall that a subgroup E of a p-group G is maximal elementary
abelian, if E is elementary abelian and, whenever E F E F G and E is1 1
w xelementary abelian, then E s E. By BG, Theorem 5.3 , if a p-group G,1
p ) 2, has an elementary abelian subgroup of order p3 and a maximal
elementary abelian subgroup of order p2, then there exists in G an
Ž . ² :element x of order p such that C x s x = C for some cyclic C - G.G
In Section 3 we establish
THEOREM 3. For a p-group G, one of the following holds:
Ž . 2a G has no maximal elementary abelian subgroup of order p .
Ž . < Ž . < 2b V G F p .1
Ž . Ž . ² :c There exists in G an element x of order p such that C x s x =G
Q, where Q is cyclic or generalized quaternion. Furthermore, G has no normal
subgroup of order p pq1 and exponent p.
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The classification of p-groups containing an element t of order p such
Ž . ² : mthat C t s t = Z, where Z is cyclic of order p , is very difficult. ThisG
Ž . Žquestion is solved for i m s 1 Suzuki; in that case we have well-known
. Ž . Žcharacterization of p-groups of maximal class ; ii for p s 2 s m see
w x. Ž . Ž w x.GLS, Proposition 10.27 , and iii for p ) 2 see Bla3 . In Section 9 we
consider an important partial case of that problem.
It is interesting to know p-groups all of whose subgroups of given
Ž w x.exponent are small in some sense. Hall see H, Theorem 2.64 has proved
the following remarkable result: if the order of G is p1q Ž py1.k at most and
Ž . Ž . kG s V G , then exp G F p . We improve that result in the followingk
``conditionless''
THEOREM 4. For a p-group G and k g N, k ) 1, one of the following
holds:
Ž . Ž Ž .. ka exp V G F p .k
Ž . 2q Ž py1.kb G is of maximal class and order p .
Ž . 2q Ž py1.k kc G has a subgroup of order p and exponent F p .
Hall also proved the following theorem which has received wide applica-
Ž w xtion in the study of arbitrary finite groups as I know, in Hup the original
.Hall's proof is reproduced :
THEOREM 5. Let G be a p-group. Suppose that all characteristic abelian
subgroups of G are cyclic. Then G s E) M, the central product, where
 4E s 1 or extraspecial and M is cyclic or a 2-group of maximal class.
w xFor the proof, see G, Hu, S , chapters on p-groups. We offer another
proof based on the following classification of p-groups with cyclic Frattini
subgroup}the result of some importance.
THEOREM 6. Let G be a nonabelian p-group with cyclic Frattini subgroup,
< Ž . < Ž .F G ) p and let F be the subgroup of order p in F G . Let Z be a cyclic0
Ž . < < < Ž . <subgroup of maximal order in G containing F G ; then Z s p F G . Set
 < < 4L s H - G N Z - H, H : Z s p . Suppose that e¤ery H g L contains a1 1
Ž . ŽG-in¤ariant abelian subgroup of type p, p this is the case if p ) 2 by
Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Lemma 5.1 b . Then F G F Z G and G s A ) ??? ) A Z G , where1 s
X Ž < < .A are minimal nonabelian and F s G9 s A , all i in particular, G9 s p .i 0 i
< < 3If A ) p , then A has a cyclic subgroup of index p. Moreo¤er, G s AZ,i i
Ž .where A is generated by all G-in¤ariant subgroups of G of type p, p
containing F .0
THEOREM 7. Let G be a nonabelian 2-group with cyclic Frattini subgroup,
< Ž . < Ž .F G ) 2, let F be a subgroup of order 2 in F G . Then G contains a0
< Ž . <cyclic subgroup Z of order 2 F G . Let L be the set defined in Theorem 6.1
Ž .Suppose that some H g L has no G-in¤ariant subgroup of type 2, 2 . Then1
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Ž Ž ..H is of maximal class Lemma 5.1 b . Let L be the set of all subgroups R in2
Ž .G containing H as a subgroup of index 2. In that case, R s HT R , where
Ž . Ž . Ž .T R is G-in¤ariant subgroup of type 2, 2 . Then F - T R for R g L .0 2
² Ž . :Set A s F , T R N R g L . We ha¤e G s AH and0 2
Ž . Ž .a A is characteristic in G. By construction, A centralizes F G and
Ž .ArF is an elementary abelian subgroup in Z GrF .0 0
Ž . Ž .b Either A is elementary abelian or A s EZ A , where E is extraspe-
cial.
Ž . w x  4c If A is nonabelian, then E, H s 1 .
In Section 6 we present another proof of Blackburn's theorem on
p-groups, p ) 2, without elementary abelian subgroups of order p3}this
result is important in the proof of the odd order theorem. In Section 7 the
irregular p-groups, p ) 2, containing - p p cyclic subgroups of order p2,
are treated. In Section 8 a number of new counting theorems is proved. In
Section 9 we study the 2-groups G containing an involution y such that
Ž . ² : Ž Ž ..mC y ( y = C compare to Theorem 3 c . In Section 10 we give twoG 2
characteristic properties of p-groups of maximal class. In Section 11 we
formulate a number of open questions.
Notation
Let C be the cyclic group of order m, E m the elementary abelianm p
group of order pm, D m the dihedral group of order 2 m, SD m the2 2
semidihedral group of order 2 m,
² 2 2 my 1 2 my 2:w xmM s x , y N x s y s 1, y , x s y ,2
Ž . Ž .C M the centralizer of a subset M in G, N H the normalizer of aG G
Ž .subgroup H in G, G9 the derived subgroup of G, Z G the center of G,
Ž .F G the Frattini subgroup of G, A ? B a semidirect product of A and B
Ž . ² p n : Ž . ² p n : Ž .with kernel B, V G s x g G N x s 1 , T G s x N x g G , c Gn n n
n Ž .the number of cyclic subgroups of order p in G, exp G the exponent of
dŽG. < Ž . < wŽG. < Ž . <G, p s G : F G , p s G : T G .1
A group G of order pm is said to be of maximal class if m ) 2 and the
class of G is m y 1. A group G is called regular if, for any x, y g G, there
² : Ž . p p p pexists z g x, y 9 such that xy s x y z . A group G is said to be
Ž . Ž .extraspecial if G9 s Z G s F G is of order p. For basic properties of
regular p-groups, extraspecial p-groups, and p-groups of maximal class,
w x.see Hup, Sects. 3.10, 3.13, 3.14 .
I am indebted to A. Mann for numerous fruitful discussions and help.
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1. p-GROUPS WITH SMALL GROUPS OF OPERATORS
Throughout this section we assume that p, q, G, and W satisfy
Ž .HYPOTHESIS. H1 p, q are distinct primes;
Ž .H2 G is the nontri¤ial p-group;
Ž .H3 Q is the q-group of operators of G;
Ž .H4 W s Q ? G, the natural semidirect product, is supersol¤able.
In the case when W of the Hypothesis is nilpotent, all the results of this
section are known. So, in the Hypothesis, we may assume, that W is not
nilpotent; i.e., Q is a nontrivial group of operators of G. Then as it is easy
to prove by induction, q divides p y 1. In particular, p ) 2. Conversely,
the following result holds:
Ž w x.LEMMA 1.1 see BZ, Exercise 3.19 . Let p, q be primes such that q
Ž .di¤ides p y 1. If W s Q ? G, where Q g Syl G is elementary abelian,q
Ž .G g Syl W is normal in W, then W is supersol¤able.p
If, in the Hypothesis, Q is a nontrivial group of operators of G then it is
Ž .easy to show that QrC G is abelian of exponent dividing p y 1. FromQ
Ž .H4 we get
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose that the Hypothesis holds. Then there is a chief
series of G such that all its members are Q-in¤ariant.
PROPOSITION 1.3. Suppose that the Hypothesis holds. Let G be a regular
p-group. Then
Ž . na G has a Q-in¤ariant subgroup of exponent p of e¤ery order p F
< Ž . <V G .1
Ž . n n Ž .b G has a Q-in¤ariant cyclic subgroup of order p , where p F exp G .
Ž .c If G is abelian, then G s Z = ??? = Z , where Z , . . . , Z are1 d 1 d
Q-in¤ariant cyclic subgroups.
Ž . < <d Let A - B - G, where A is Q-in¤ariant and B : A s p. Then G
Ž .has a Q-in¤ariant subgroup C such that A is of index p in C and exp C F
Ž .exp B . If , in addition, A is normal in G so is C.
Ž .Proof. To prove a , we have to consider a Q-invariant chief series of G
Ž .containing V G .1
Ž . k Ž .b We prove the following stronger result: If p - exp G and
Ž Ž .. k kq1exp V G s p , then G has a Q-invariant cyclic subgroup of order pk
Ž . Ž .here we do not suppose that G is regular . Indeed, set V s V G . Byk
Corollary 1.2, GrV has a Q-invariant subgroup LrV of order p; then
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Ž . kq1 kq1exp L s p . Let C be the set of all cyclic subgroups of order p in
< < dL. Obviously, Q permutes elements of C. Set V s p . Then
< < < < dq1 dL y V p y p
dyk< <C s s s pk kp y 1 p p y 1 pŽ . Ž .
Ž .is not divisible by q. Since q / p, Q fixes a ``point'' in C , proving b .
Ž . Ž . w xc follows from Corollary 1.2, b , and BZ, Corollary 1.17 .
Ž . Ž .d We consider only the case when A is normal in G. Let exp B s
n Ž . np . Set D s V G ; then D is W-invariant subgroup of exponent p . Byn
Corollary 1.2, DrA has a W-invariant subgroup UrA of order p; U is a
required subgroup.
Ž . ŽLet us give another proof of Proposition 1.3 b it works for regular
.groups only . Assuming G noncyclic, one deduces from Corollary 1.2 and
Maschke's theorem that G has two distinct Q-invariant maximal sub-
Ž .groups, say F and H. Then G s FH, so we may assume that exp H s
Ž . eexp G s p . Then the inductive hypothesis, applied to H, yields the
result.
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose that the Hypothesis holds. Let G be a nonabelian
group of order pm.
Ž .a If G has an abelian maximal subgroup A, then G has a Q-in¤ariant
Ž . Ž .abelian maximal subgroup B such that exp B F exp A .
Ž .b If G has a normal abelian subgroup A such that GrA is cyclic, then
< < < < Ž . Ž .G has a Q-in¤ariant abelian subgroup B with B s A and exp B F exp A .
Ž .c G has a Q-in¤ariant minimal nonabelian subgroup.
Ž .d If G is of exponent p, it has a Q-in¤ariant nonabelian subgroup of
order pn for all n G 3.
< <Proof. We use induction on G .
Ž .a Let A be an abelian maximal subgroup of G. Assume that
t t Ž . Ž .A / A for some t g Q. Then G s AA , exp G s exp A since G is of
Ž . t Ž .class two and p ) 2; obviously, Z G s A l A . By Corollary 1.2, GrZ G
Ž .has a Q-invariant subgroup UrZ G of order p; U is a required subgroup.
Ž . Ž . < < kb In view of a , we may assume that G : A s p ) p. Let H be a
Ž .normal closure of A in W see the Hypothesis . Then HrA is cyclic so
t a Ž . Ž .H s AA for some t g Q ; as above, exp H s exp A . So it suffices to
< <show that H has a Q-invariant abelian subgroup of order A . If H - G,
< < Ž .H has such subgroup by the inductive hypothesis if H : A ) p and by a
< < t Ž .if H : A s p. So we may assume that H s G. Then A l A F Z G .
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Ž . Ž .Next, Z G is W-invariant and GrZ G is abelian with two generators
Ž Ž . Ž t.. Ž Ž .. Ž .since it is isomorphic to GrA = GrA , exp GrZ G s exp GrA s
k Ž . Ž .p . By Proposition 1.3 b , GrZ G has a Q-invariant cyclic subgroup
Ž . k < < k < < < <UrZ G of order p . Obviously, U is abelian and G : U F p so U G A .
Applying Corollary 1.2 to U, we complete the proof.
Ž .c We may assume that G is not minimal nonabelian. By Corollary
1.2, G has a Q-invariant subgroup H of index p. By the inductive
hypothesis, we may assume that every proper Q-invariant subgroup of G is
Ž .abelian; then H is abelian. By Corollary 1.2, Z G has a Q-invariant
Ž .subgroup Z of order p in particular, Z is normal in W .
Ž .c1 Suppose that GrZ is not abelian. Then, by the inductive
hypothesis, GrZ has a Q-invariant minimal nonabelian subgroup ArZ.
By the inductive hypothesis, we are done if A - G. So we assume that
A s G.
Ž .Suppose that Z F F G . Then G is two-generator so it has exactly p
Žnonabelian maximal subgroups recall that G has an abelian maximal
.subgroup H and G is not minimal nonabelian , and one of them, say F, is
Q-invariant since q / p. By the inductive hypothesis, F has a Q-invariant
minimal nonabelian subgroup, and we are done.
Ž .Suppose that Z g F G . Then G s Z = M, where M ( GrZ is a
nonabelian maximal subgroup of index p in G. The minimal number of
Ž 3 .generators of GrZ, G is 2, 3, respectively, so G has exactly p y 1 r
Ž . Ž 2 . Ž . 2p y 1 y p y 1 r p y 1 s p maximal subgroups isomorphic to M
and not containing Z; the set of these p2 subgroups is Q-invariant since Z
is, so one of them, say M , is also Q-invariant, contrary to assumption that0
all proper Q-invariant subgroups of G are abelian.
Ž .c2 It remains to consider the case when GrZ is abelian; then
w x < Ž . < 2 ŽG9 s Z is of order p. By Lemma I, Lemma 12.12 , G : Z G s p recall
.that G has an abelian subgroup of index p . By the inductive hypothesis
Ž .and c1 , Z is the unique Q-invariant minimal normal subgroup of G; then
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .V Z G is cyclic, by Maschke's theorem, so Z G is cyclic and F G F1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 2Z G and F G sT G G9 sT G . Since Z G is cyclic of index p in G1 1
Ž .it follows that G is not two-generator otherwise, it is minimal nonabelian .
It follows that G has exactly p2 nonabelian maximal subgroups since
Ž .p q 1 maximal subgroups of G containing Z G are abelian. As above,
one of these subgroups, say M, is Q-invariant. By the inductive hypothesis,
M has a Q-invariant minimal nonabelian subgroup, and this completes the
Ž .proof of c .
Ž .d Let n be a minimal natural number such that G has no Q-in-
n Ž .variant nonabelian subgroup of order p . Since exp G s p, we have
Ž . Žn ) 3, by c indeed, a minimal nonabelian subgroup of exponent p has
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3. ny1order p . Let K be a Q-invariant nonabelian subgroup of order p in
Ž . Ž .G K exists by the choice of n . Consider N s N K ; then N isG
Q-invariant. By Corollary 1.2, NrK has a Q-invariant subgroup UrK of
order p; since U is Q-invariant nonabelian of order pn, we get a contra-
diction.
Let G be a group of maximal class of order p p and exponent p ) 3.
Then G has no normal nonabelian subgroup of order p3: if K is a normal
3 Ž . Ž .subgroup of G order p , the K F F G so K is abelian. Thus assertion d
of Lemma 1.4 is best possible.
The following lemma is key in the proof of Theorem 1. It can be
Ž wconsidered as an operator analog of Alperin's theorem see Hup, Theo-
x .rem 12.1 ; recall that, in this section, p is odd .
LEMMA 1.5. Suppose that the Hypothesis holds. Let A - B F G, where B
n < <is abelian of exponent F p , B : A s p and A is Q-in¤ariant. Then G has a
< < Ž .Q-in¤ariant abelian subgroup T such that A - T , T : A s p, and exp T F
pn. If , in addition, A is normal in G, then T is also normal in G.
w xProof. Recall that by Ber1, Theorem 1 , the number of subgroups of G
of exponent F pn, containing A as a subgroup of index p, is congruent to
Ž .1 mod p .
Ž .Let us prove the first assertion. Since C A is Q-invariant and containsG
Ž . Ž . w xB, we may assume that G s C A , i.e., A F Z G . By Ber1, Theorem 1 ,G
 4 < <we may assume that B is normal in G. Let Q s t s 1, t , . . . , t , k s Q ,1 2 k
t i Ž .B s B , all i, H s B ??? B . Then HrA F Z GrA , HrA is elementaryi 1 k
Ž . nabelian, so the class of H is at most 2 and exp H F p since p ) 2.
Obviously, H is Q-invariant. By Corollary 1.2, HrA has a Q-invariant
Ž . Ž .subgroup UrA of order p. Since A F Z G and HrA F Z GrA , U is a
required abelian subgroup.
w xNow let A be normal in G. By Ber1, Theorem 1 , we may assume that
Ž .B is also normal in G however, B is not necessarily Q-invariant . Defining
H and choosing U as above, we see that U is normal in G, so it is a
required subgroup.
Now we are ready to prove the principal result of this section.
Proof of Theorem 1. In view of Corollary 1.2, the theorem is true for
wk s 1, so in what follows we assume that k ) 1. By Hup, Hilfssatz
Ž .x w x3.7.5 a and Ber1, Theorems 6, 7 , G has a normal elementary abelian
k  4subgroup E of order p , k g 2, 3, 4 .
Ž .i Suppose k s 2. Let Z be a W-invariant subgroup of order p in
Ž .G Corollary 1.2 and C a subgroup of order p in G, C / Z. Since
Z - Z = C, the result follows from Lemma 1.5.
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Ž . Ž .ii Suppose k s 3. By i , G has a W-invariant elementary abelian
2 Ž .subgroup R of order p . Since C R is an elementary abelian subgroupR E
of G properly containing R, it follows that R is contained in a W-invariant
elementary abelian subgroup of G of order p3, by Lemma 1.5.
In what follows we use the following known fact:
Ž . 3) If T is elementary abelian of order p , p ) 2, then Sylow
Ž . 3p-subgroups of Aut T are nonabelian of order p and exponent p.
Ž . Ž .iii Suppose k s 4. By ii , G has a W-invariant elementary abelian
subgroup K of order p3. In view of Lemma 1.5, we may assume that
Ž Ž .. Ž .V C K s K. Hence, by ) , if M is a subgroup of G of exponent p1 G
< < 6 < < 6then M F p and if M s p then K F M and MrK is nonabelian.
We may assume that there exists in G a normal elementary abelian
4 Žsubgroup E of order p that is different from E otherwise, E is a1
.required subgroup ; set H s EE . Then H is of exponent p since its class1
< < Ž . Ž .is at most two and p ) 2. If K l E F p, then, by ) , C K ) K sinceK E
KErK is elementary abelian of order G p3, contrary to assumption.
< < 2 < < 2Hence, K l E s p for every choice of E. So K l E s p as well.1
Ž .Ž .Since K l E K l E F K, it follows from K l E / K l E that K - H1 1
Ž . 3and C K ) K since every elementary abelian subgroup of order p in HG
< Ž . < 3 < Ž . <different of its centralizer. Indeed, this is clear if Z H s p . If Z H F
2 < < 6 Ž .p , then H G p by the product formula since E l E F Z H . In that1
Ž . 3case, Z H F K - H and HrK is elementary abelian of order G p so
Ž . Ž .C K ) K, by ) , a contradiction. Thus, K l E s K l E and, obvi-H 1
< < 5 Ž .ously, K g H. Therefore, H s p , by iii . In view of Corollary 1.2, we
< Ž . < 3may assume that H is not abelian so Z H s p . Since E and E are1
arbitrary, any two normal in G elementary abelian subgroups of order p4
have intersection of order p3. Assume that all normal elementary abelian
subgroups of G of order p4 are contained in H. Then H is characteristic
Ž . Ž . Ž .so Q-invariant. In that case, Z H is Q-invariant. Since Z H - E, Z H
is contained in W-invariant elementary abelian subgroup of order p4, by
Lemma 1.5. Thus, assume that G has a normal elementary abelian
subgroup E of order p4 that is not contained in H. Therefore, D s E l2
E s E l E s E l E is elementary abelian of order p3, by what has2 1 2 1
Ž .been just said. Hence, D F Z HE and HE rD is elementary abelian of2 2
3 < < 6 < Ž . < 3order p . Since HE s p and Z HE G p , we get K - HE so2 2 2
Ž . Ž Ž Ž ...C K ) K s V C K , a contradiction.HE 1 G2
Let W s Q ? G be a minimal nonnilpotent group of order 7 ? 37, Q g
Ž . Ž .Syl W , G s W9 g Syl W . Then G is extraspecial of exponent 3 and G97 3
is the only Q-invariant abelian subgroup of G. On the other hand, G has
k Ž .elementary abelian subgroups of order 3 , k s 2, 3, 4. So H4 is unavoid-
able in Theorem 1.
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In the case k s 2 of Theorem 1, we give an alternate proof. If
< Ž Ž .. < Ž .V Z G ) p, the result follows from Corollary 1.2. So assume that Z G1
is cyclic. Let Z be a normal Q-invariant cyclic subgroup of G of maximal
order; Z - G, by assumption. By Corollary 1.2, GrZ has a normal
Ž .Q-invariant subgroup BrZ of order p. Then V B is a normal Q-in-1
variant elementary abelian subgroup of G of order p2, as required.
PROPOSITION 1.6. Suppose that G is irregular. Then
Ž . py1a G has a characteristic subgroup of order G p and exponent p.
Next we assume that the Hypothesis holds.
Ž . kb G has a normal Q-in¤ariant subgroup of order p , k s 1, . . . , p y 1
and exponent p.
Ž . 2c If G has no Q-in¤ariant cyclic subgroup of order p , it has a normal
Q-in¤ariant subgroup of order p p and exponent p.
Ž . < <Proof. a We use induction on G . If G9 is irregular, it has a
characteristic subgroup U of order G p py1 and exponent p; U is a
required subgroup. Suppose that G9 is regular. By Hall's regularity crite-
< Ž . < py1 < Ž . < < Ž . < Ž .rion, G9 : T G9 G p . Since V G9 s G9 : T G9 , V G9 is a re-1 1 1 1
quired subgroup.
Ž . Ž .b follows from a .
Ž . 2c Suppose that G has no Q-invariant cyclic subgroup of order p .
Let U be a normal Q-invariant subgroup of order p py1 and exponent p in
Ž Ž ..G see b and let BrU be a normal Q-invariant subgroup of order p in
Ž . < < pG see Corollary 1.2 ; then B s p so B is regular. By assumption, B has
2 Ž . Ž .no Q-invariant cyclic subgroup of order p . By Proposition 1.3 b , exp B
s p and B is a required subgroup, completing the proof.
PROPOSITION 1.7. Suppose that the Hypothesis holds. If a p-group G is
metacyclic, it has a Q-in¤ariant maximal cyclic subgroup Z such that G9 F Z.
Proof. Let Z be a cyclic Q-invariant subgroup of G of maximal order
containing G9. Assume that Z is not a maximal cyclic subgroup of G.
< <Then it is contained in exactly p cyclic subgroups of G of order p Z , by
w xBer5 since GrZ is metacyclic. Since q / p, one of the p-subgroups above
is Q-invariant, contrary to the choice of Z. Thus Z is a maximal cyclic
subgroup of G, as claimed.
THEOREM 1.8. Suppose that the Hypothesis holds. Let G be an extraspe-
cial p-group of order p2 mq1, m ) 1. Then
Ž .a G s E ) ??? ) E , a central product, where E , . . . , E are Q-in-1 m 1 m
¤ariant nonabelian subgroups of order p3.
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Ž .b G s A ? B, where A and B are Q-in¤ariant abelian subgroups of
m mq1 Ž . Ž .orders p and p , respecti¤ely, exp B s exp G and A is not normal
in G.
Ž . Ž .Proof. a By Lemma 1.4 c , G has a Q-invariant nonabelian sub-
group E of order p3. Since EX s G9, E is normal in G and G s1 1 1
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .E )C E see ) and C E is Q-invariant extraspecial of order1 G 1 G 1
2 my1 Ž .p . By the inductive hypothesis, C E s E ) ??? ) E , whereG 1 2 m
E , . . . , E are Q-invariant nonabelian subgroups of order p3, and we are2 m
done.
Ž . Ž .b By a , G s E ) ??? ) E , where E , . . . , E are Q-invariant non-1 m 1 m
3 2 Ž . 2abelian subgroups of order p and E has exponent p if exp G s p . By1
Ž .Corollary 1.2 and Proposition 1.3 b , E has a Q-invariant subgroup B ofi i
2 Ž . 2order p and B is cyclic if exp E s p . Set B s B ) ??? ) B . Then B is1 1 1 m
Q-invariant abelian subgroup of order pmq 1 and the same exponent as G,
and G9 - B so B is normal in G. Next, E has a Q-invariant elementaryi
abelian subgroup A of order p2, A / B , i s 1, . . . , m, since E hasi i i i
exactly p subgroups of order p2 different from B and q / p. By Maschke'si
Ž .theorem, A s Z G = S , where S is Q-invariant subgroup of order p,i i i
i s 1, . . . , m. If A s S = ??? = S , then G s A ? B. Since G9 g A, A is1 m
not normal in G.
PROPOSITION 1.9. Suppose that the Hypothesis holds. Then the p-group G
has a Q-in¤ariant minimal nonmetacyclic subgroup, unless G is metacyclic or
a 3-group of maximal class and order 34 ha¤ing exactly two subgroups of order
33 and exponent 3.
Proof. Let G of order pm be a counterexample of minimal order. By
Corollary 1.2, G has a Q-invariant maximal subgroup H. By the inductive
w xhypothesis, H is metacyclic. By Bla1, Theorem 1.1 , G is a 3-group of
maximal class and order 3m, m ) 3, since G has no characteristic sub-
group of order p3 and exponent p. In the case considered, q s 2. Let
< < m 3G s 3 , m ) 4. Assume that G has a subgroup of order 3 and exponent
my 4 Ž .3. Then G has exactly 3 such subgroups see Section 10, below so one
of them, say M, is Q-invariant. This is a contradiction, since M is minimal
non metacyclic. Thus G has no subgroups of order 33 and exponent 3.
Since G has exactly 3my 4 subgroups on maximal class and order 34, one of
them, say N, is Q-invariant. This is a contradiction since N is minimal
nonmetacyclic. Thus, m s 4, and G has exactly two subgroups of order 33
and exponent 3.
< <EXAMPLE. Consider W s E wr Q, where Q s 2 and E is a nonabelian
3 ² : tgroup of order p and exponent p ) 2. Set Q s t , E s E ( E; then1 2
Ž .G s E = E g Syl W . We claim that G has no Q-invariant normal1 2 p
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nonabelian subgroup of order p3. Assume, that S is such a subgroup. Since
 4E l E s 1 , one of intersections E l S, E l S, say the first one, is1 2 1 2
 4  4  4 Ž . tequal to 1 . Assume that S l E ) 1 . Then 1 / E l S s E l S,2 2 1
 4contrary to what has just been said. Thus, S l E s 1 , i s 1, 2. In thati
Ž .case, C S G E E s G, a contradiction since S is nonabelian. There-G 1 2
fore, G is not a direct product of two Q-invariant nonabelian subgroups of
order p3.
2. THE NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS TO x p s 1 IN A
SYLOW p-SUBGROUP OF THE SYMMETRIC GROUP
Let S n be a Sylow p-subgroup of the symmetric group of degree pn.p
Ž .Let e M be the number of elements of order p in a subset M of G. To
give a cohomology free proof of Theorem 2, it suffices to prove
Ž . p py1 ² :2 2LEMMA 2.1. « S s 2 p y p y 1. If S s x ? P, where P isp p
p Ž .the elementary abelian subgroup of order p , o x s p, then all elements of Px
of order p are conjugate in S 2 .p
Ž . ² :² x:2Proof. Set G s S , F s F G . Take y g P y F. Then y is nor-p
mal in G since P is abelian. Since F is the only normal subgroup of G of
2 ² x: Ž . p x x py 1 Ž .index p , it follows that y s P so xy s yy ??? y / 1 and o xy
2 Ž i . 2 ² i :s p . Similarly, o x y s p for i s 1, . . . , p y 1. Set M s x y, F , i si
Ž . 21, . . . , p y 1. Then M , . . . , M are regular of exponent p , and P,1 py1
² :T s x, F have exponent p; all these p q 1 subgroups are maximal in G.
Since every two distinct maximal subgroups of G have intersection F
Ž . Ž . < < < < < <and V M s F, i s 1, . . . , p y 1, we get e G s P q T y F y 1 s1 i
2 p p y p py1 y 1.
Consider the partition G s P j Px j ??? Px py1. Every G-conjugate of
i w x < Ž i. <x is its P-conjugate, i s 1, . . . , p y 1. By I, Lemma 12.12 , P : C x sP
p py1, so x i has p py1 conjugates under P and all of them are contained in
Px i, i s 1, . . . , p y 1. Then p y 1 cosets Px, . . . , Px py1 together with P
Ž . py1 p p py1 Ž .have at least p y 1 p q p y 1 s 2 p y p y 1 s e G elements
of order p. Therefore, all elements of order p in Px are conjugate in G.
Ž w x.COROLLARY 2.2 see GLS, Lemma 10.32 . Assume that P s Q =1
??? = Q , where the Q are cycled by the element x of order p. Then e¤eryp i
element of order p in the coset Px is P-conjugate to x.
 4 ² x:Proof. Take a chief series R of Q and set P s R . Then Theo-i 1 i i
rem 2 applies.
Ž . w Ž . x p Ž . < < py1nq 1 n nCOROLLARY 2.3. e S s e S q 1 y 1 q p y 1 S .p p p
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Proof. It is known that G s S nq 1 is the standard wreath productp
S n wr S . Let P be the base of that wreath product and x a generatorp p
py1 Ž .nq 1 nq1of S . Then S s P j Px j ??? j Px is a partition. So e S sp p p
Ž . Ž . Ž py1. Ž . w Ž . x pne P q e Px q ??? qe Px . It is clear that e P s e S q 1 y 1p
Ž i.nsince P is a pth direct power of S . Let us find e Px , i s 1, . . . , p y 1.p
Since Px i is a normal subset of G and all elements of Px i of order p are
Ž i. < Ž i. <conjugate in G, by Corollary 2.2, it follows that e Px s G : C x sG
< < < <G rp D , where D is the diagonal subgroup of the base P. It follows from
Ž i. < < py1 Ž . w Ž . x pn n nD ( S that e Px s S . Therefore, e G s e S q 1 y 1 qp p p
py1Ž . < <np y 1 ? S .p
3. p-GROUPS WITH MAXIMAL ELEMENTARY ABELIAN
SUBGROUP OF ORDER p2
In this section we prove Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let E be a maximal elementary abelian subgroup
< < 2of G of order E s p . Then
Ž . Ž Ž ..i V C E s E.1 G
Ž . Ž .If C E s G, we have case a . In what follows, we assume thatG
Ž . Ž . Ž .C E - G. Since Z G F C E , it follows thatG G
Ž . Ž Ž ..ii Z s V Z G has order p.1
< Ž . < Ž .Suppose that E normal in G. Then G : C E s p, by ii . We mayG
assume that
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..iii V G ) E otherwise, we have case b .1
Ž .By iii , G has a subgroup S of order p that is not contained in E. In
Ž .that case, G s S ? C E is a semidirect product. By the modular law,G
Ž . Ž .C S s S = Q, where Q is the centralizer of S in C E . Q has noG G
2 Ž Ž .elementary abelian subgroup L of order p otherwise, L s E, by i , and
.E - S = E, where S = E is elementary abelian, which is not the case . It
follows that Q is cyclic or generalized quaternion.
Let E be not normal in G. Then Z - E. If G has no normal elementary
abelian subgroup of order p2, it is a 2-group of maximal class; moreover,
by assumption, G is dihedral or semidihedral. In that case, if S is
Ž . Ž .nonnormal subgroup of G of order 2, then C S is abelian of type 2, 2 ,G
Ž .and we have case c . So assume that G has a normal elementary abelian
2 Ž . Ž .subgroup R of order p . Set T s C R ; then T - G since Z G is cyclic.G
< < ŽIt follows that G : T s p. Next, E g T otherwise, E - ER and ER is
.elementary abelian . We have E l T s Z. In that case, E s K = Z, where
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K is of order p and G s K ? T , a semidirect product. By the modular law,
Ž .C K s K = Q, where Q is the centralizer of K in T. Obviously, Z F Q.G
If Q has an elementary abelian subgroup of order p2, it has such a
subgroup L with Z - L. In that case, the elementary abelian subgroup
Ž .KL s K = L ) E, a contradiction. The last assertion in c follows from
w xBer1, Proposition 20 .
4. ON THE MAXIMAL ORDER OF SUBGROUPS OF
GIVEN EXPONENT IN A p-GROUP
Let us define a new set of characteristic subgroups of a p-group G by
T1 G sT G , T2 G sT T1 G , T3 G sT T2 G ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 1
Ž . iŽ . Ž iŽ .. iand so on. It is clear that T G FT G so exp GrT G F p for alli
i g N.
< Ž . < p w xRecall that a p-group G is absolutely regular if G : T G - p Bla1 .1
w xBy Hall's regularity criterion Hup, Satz 3.10.13 , absolutely regular p-
groups are regular.
m k p Ž . kLEMMA 4.1. Let G be a p-group of order p , m F p and exp G s p .
Ž . pThen T G is of order at most p and exponent p. If , in addition,ky1
< Ž . < pm - kp, then T G - p .ky1
Ž .Proof. The lemma is obvious if G is regular since T G is gener-ky1
jŽ .ated by elements of order p; in that case either T G is absolutely regular
ky1Ž . pfor some j - k or else T G NF p . Let G be irregular. Then k ) 1
< Ž . < pand GrT G G p , by Hall's regularity criterion. Set G s G and G1 0 i
iŽ .sT G for i s 1, . . . , k. Let j be the least natural number such that
< < pG : G - p ; then G is absolutely regular. By the definition of j,j jq1 j
< < p j  4G : G G p . Suppose that G ) 1 . Then, by assumption, j - k. In thatj j
s Žcase, G is absolutely regular of order at most p , where s F pk y pj s p kj
. Ž . Ž .y j . Therefore, T G F G F G , and so T G is absolutelyky1 ky1 j ky1
Ž . k Ž .  4regular. Since exp G s p , T G ) 1 is generated by elements ofky1
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . < Ž . <order p, so exp T G s p. Since T G F V G , we get T Gky1 ky1 1 j ky1
< Ž . < < < py1  4F V G s G rG F p , as desired. Now suppose that G s 1 . In1 j j jq1 j
< < p Ž .that case, obviously, j s k and G F p . Since T G F G , weky1 ky1 ky1
Ž Ž .. Ž .get exp T G s p since G is regular and its subgroup T G isky1 ky1 ky1
generated by elements of order p. If m - kp, G is absolutely regular soky1
the last assertion follows.
Let k ) 1 and G a group of order p1qpk and exponent pk. We prove
Ž . pq1that T G is of exponent p and order p at most. As in the proof ofky1
Ž . < Ž . <Lemma 4.1, T G is generated by elements of order p and T Gky1 ky1
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pq1 Ž .F p . Therefore, it suffices to prove that T G is regular. Assumeky1
Ž . pq1that T G is irregular. Then it is of maximal class and order p . Letky1
Ž . 2R be a G-invariant subgroup of T G of order p . Since k ) 1, weky1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .have T G F F G . Therefore, T G F F G F C R , and R Fky1 ky1 G
Ž Ž .. Ž .Z T G ; i.e., T G is not of maximal class, a contradiction. In whatky1 ky1
follows, we do not use the result of this paragraph.
Note that if k g N and G is a p-group of maximal class and exponent
kq1 < < 2q Ž py1.kp then G G p and the equality is possible. Hence, the result
of Theorem 4 is best possible.
Now we are ready to prove the principal result of this section.
< < mProof of Theorem 4. Set G s p . Suppose that G is a minimal
Ž . kq1counterexample. Then exp G G p so every maximal subgroup of G
has exponent G pk.
Suppose that H, a subgroup of index p in G, is of maximal class. By
w Ž .x Ž w x.Ber3, Theorem 2 a see also Bla2 , G has a normal subgroup R of
p < < pq1order p and exponent p. Assume that R - H; then H s p so
< < pq2 Ž . 2G s p . Since exp G ) p , it follows that GrR is cyclic. We claim
that this is impossible. Indeed, let D be a G-invariant subgroup of index
2 Ž .p in R. Then HrD is contained in C RrD so it is abelian of orderG r D
p3 and hence H is not of maximal class. Thus, R g H. Then G s RH. In
that case, GrR ( HrH l R is of maximal class as a nonabelian epimor-
Ž . kq1 3 Ž .phic image of H. Since exp G G p G p , it follows that exp HrH l R
Ž . ks exp GrR G p ) p. Then HrH l R is irregular: regular epimorphic
images of irregular p-groups of maximal class are of exponent p. It follows
< < 2q Ž py1.Ž ky1. Ž .that HrH l R G p see the remark preceding the theorem .
< < py1By the product formula, H l R s p . Let TrR be a subgroup of GrR
1q Ž py1.Ž ky1. Ž . ky1 Žof maximal class and order p . Then exp TrR s p see the
. Ž . k < < sremark preceding the theorem . Therefore, exp T F p and T s p ,
w Ž .Ž .x Ž .where s s p q 1 q p y 1 k y 1 s 2 q p y 1 k so G is not a coun-
terexample. Thus, G has no subgroup of maximal class and index p. In
Ž Ž .. kthat case, by the inductive hypothesis, exp V L s p for every maximalk
subgroup L of G. Next, every maximal subgroup L of G is not absolutely
Ž w x Ž . Ž .regular otherwise, by Bla1, Theorem 1.1 , G s LV G satisfies a , since,1
Ž . pin the case under consideration, V G is of order p and exponent p,1
.which is a contradiction . Thus,
Ž . Ž . ki exp G ) p and G has no maximal subgroup that is absolutely
regular or of maximal class.
Ž . Ž Ž .. kii By the inductive hypothesis, exp V M s p for any maximalk
subgroup M of G.
< Ž . < < Ž . <Fix a maximal subgroup H of G such that V H G V L for allk k
Ž . Ž . Ž . kmaximal subgroups L of G. Set D s V H . By ii , exp D s p , and sok
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< < 2q Ž py1.kD - p , by assumption. We claim that if M is a subgroup of G of
k < < < <exponent F p , then M F D . In fact, if M F F - G, where F is
Ž . < < < Ž . <maximal in G, then M F V F so by the choice of H, M F V F Fk k
< < Ž .D , and the claim follows. Since G is a counterexample, D / V G .k
Ž . k pTherefore, there exists z g G y D such that o z F p . Since z g H, it
p ² : < < < <follows that z g D. Set L s z, D ; obviously, L s p D . Assume that
Ž .L - G in that case, D - H . Then L F F, where F is maximal in G, and
Ž .V F G L ) D, contrary to the choice of H. Thus, L s G, and sok
H s D. In particular,
Ž . Ž . k Ž . kq1 < < 1q Ž py1.kiii exp H s p so exp G s p and H F p , by as-
< < 2q Ž py1.ksumption, and hence G F p .
Ž . Ž .If L / H is maximal in G, then H l L F V L . It follows that V Lk k
is contained in a maximal subgroup of G of exponent pk. Therefore, if
x g G y H is of order F pk, then x is contained in some maximal
² :subgroup K of G, and by what we have just been proved, K s x, K l H
is of exponent pk. We see that K / H. Thus,
Ž . kiv G has at least two maximal subgroups of exponent p : H and,
say L.
Ž . py1 Ž < <By Lemma 4.1, T L is of order F p and exponent p since Lky1
pk . Ž . Ž .- p in view of k ) 1; the same is true for H . Set C sT L T H .ky1 ky1
It is clear that C is of class - p so it is regular of exponent p. We define a
< < p < < pnormal subgroup T of G as follows. If C G p , set T s C. If C - p , let
T be a G-invariant subgroup of order p p and exponent p in G such that
Ž w Ž .x.C - T this follows from Ber3, Theorem 1 b . Assume that T g H. Then
ky1 Ž .G s HT and GrT ( HrH l T is of exponent p since T H F T l1
Ž . k Ž . Ž .H. In that case, exp G F p since exp T s p, contrary to i . Thus,
Ž Ž ..T F H. Similarly, T F L see iv . We get G s HL and GrT s
Ž .Ž . < < 1q Ž py 1.Ž ky 1. Ž .HrT LrT , GrT F p . We have V GrT Gky 1
Ž .Ž . Ž . ky1HrT LrT s GrT so GrT is irregular since exp GrT ) p , hence
Ž < < p . Ž .k y 1 ) 1 otherwise, GrT F p and GrT is regular . Since exp GrT
k < < 1q Ž py1.Ž ky1.G p and GrT F p , GrT has no subgroup of order
p1q Ž py1.Ž ky1. and exponent F pky1. Assume that GrT is of maximal
Ž . k < < 2q Ž py1.Ž ky1. Žclass. Since exp GrT G p , we have GrT G p see the re-
.mark preceding the theorem , which is not the case. Hence, the theorem
is not true for k y 1. Since k y 1 ) 1, this contradicts the inductive hypo-
thesis.
COROLLARY 4.2. Let k ) 1 be a natural number, G a p-group of order
2qpŽky1. Ž . Ž . kF p . If G s V G , then exp G F p , unless G is of maximal classk
and order p2q Ž py1.k. Furthermore, if k ) 2 and G is generated by elements of
k Ž . korder p then exp G s p .
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The last assertion is a consequence of the following fact: If G is a
p-group of maximal class and exponent pk ) p2, then its elements of order
pk generate an absolutely regular subgroup of index p in G.
5. p-GROUPS WITH CYCLIC FRATTINI SUBGROUP
First we have to prove some auxiliary results.
LEMMA 5.1. Let N be a normal subgroup of a p-group G.
Ž . Ž .a If A is a maximal abelian G-in¤ariant subgroup of N, then C AN
s A.
Ž . Ž w x .b See G, Exercise 5.9; B2, Sect. 1 . If N is a G-in¤ariant0
subgroup of N of order p and N has no G-in¤ariant abelian subgroup of type
Ž .p, p containing N , then N is cyclic or a 2-group of maximal class.0
Ž . Ž .Proof. We prove a only. Assume that C A ) A. Let BrA be aN
Ž .GrA-invariant subgroup of order p in C A rA. Then B is an abelianN
normal subgroup of G and A - B - N, which is a contradiction.
Ž w Ž .x. < <LEMMA 5.2 Compare to S, 4.16 . Let G be a p-group with G9 s p.
Ž . Ž .Then G s A ) A ) ??? ) A Z G , the central product, where A , . . . , A1 2 s 1 s
Ž .are minimal nonabelian subgroups. In particular, GrZ G is elementary
abelian. If , in addition, GrG9 is elementary abelian, then E s A ) ??? ) A1 s
is extraspecial.
< <Proof. We are working by induction on G . Let A be a minimal1
X ² :nonabelian subgroup of G. Then A s G9 and A s x , y . Set C s1 1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .C x , Z s C y . Since the cosets x ? G9 and y ? G9 are G-invariantG 1 1 G 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .subsets of size p and x , y f Z G otherwise, A is abelian , they are1 1 1
Ž . < < < <G-classes s conjugacy classes of G . Therefore, G : C s p s G : Z .1 1
Ž . Ž .Set N s C l Z . Then N s C A , and so N l A s Z A . Since1 1 1 1 G 1 1 1 1
< Ž . < 2 < < 2 Ž .A : Z A s p and G : N s p since C / Z : A is not abelian , it1 1 1 1 1 1
follows that G s A N s A ) N , by the product formula. Obviously,1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Z N s Z G . If N is abelian, it coincides with Z G , and we have1 1
Ž . < X <G s A Z G . If N is nonabelian, then N s p, and by the inductive1 1 1
Ž . Ž .hypothesis, N s A ) ??? ) A Z G , where A , . . . , A are minimal non-1 2 s 2 s
abelian, and the first assertion is proved. Suppose that GrG9 is elementary
< < 3abelian. Then A s p for all i, and E s A ) ??? ) A is extraspeciali 1 s
Ž . Ž .since Z E s G9 s E9 s F E .
< <LEMMA 5.3. Let E be a subgroup of a p-group G such that E9 s p. If
w x Ž .G, E F E9, then G s E)C E .G
< Ž . < n Ž .Proof. Set E : Z E s p . It follows from Lemma 5.2 that ErZ E is
² Ž .: p Ž .elementary abelian. Let E s x , . . . , x , Z E , where x g Z E for1 n i
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i s 1, . . . , n. Since the coset x ? E9 is G-invariant of size p, by assumption,i
it follows that x ? E9 is a G-class, all i. Let C be the centralizer of x ini i i
< < n < < n Ž .G; then G : C s p, all i. Set C s F C . Then G : C F p , C s C E ,i is1 i G
Ž . < < nC l E s Z E , and so E : C l E s p . Therefore, by the product for-
< < < <E ? C n< < < < < <mula, EC s s p C G G so G s EC s E)C, as required.< <E l C
Proof of Theorem 6. Let Z be a maximal cyclic subgroup of G contain-
Ž .  < < 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .ing F G , L s H - G N Z - H, H : Z s p , T H s V H H g L1 1 1
² Ž . : Žand A s T H N H g L there subgroups are defined as in the theo-1
. Ž . Ž . < <rem . Obviously, H s ZT H and Z l T H s F . If G : Z s p, the0
result follows from the classification of p-groups with cyclic subgroup of
< < ²index p. In what follows we assume that G : Z ) p. Since G s H N H g
: ² Ž . : ² :L , we see that G s Z ? T H N H g L s A, Z s AZ. By the above,1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .F - T H for all H g L . Since T H rF is a subgroup of Z GrF of0 1 0 0
order p, it follows that ArF is an elementary abelian subgroup in0
Ž .Z GrF . Since F is characteristic in G, A is also characteristic in G. If0 0
ŽA is abelian, its exponent is p since A is generated by subgroups of type
Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž < Ž Ž .. <p, p . Since every subgroup T H centralizes F G in fact, Aut T H
Ž 2 .Ž 2 . 2 Ž Ž ..s p y 1 p y p is not divisible by p , and so C T H contains aG
. Ž .maximal subgroup of G , A centralizes F G as well. Therefore,
Ž Ž .. ² : Ž . Ž .C F G G A, Z s G, i.e., F G F Z G . We may assume that G isG
Ž . Ž Ž .. < <not abelian. Since exp G9 F exp GrZ G s p, it follows that G9 s p
Ž Ž . .G9, as a subgroup of F G , is cyclic . By Lemma 5.2, G s
Ž . Ž .A ) ??? ) A Z G , where A , . . . , A are minimal nonabelian, s ) 0.1 s 1 s
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since Z A s F A F F G , it follows that Z A is cyclic for all i.i i i
< < 3Suppose that A ) p for some i. If p s 2, then A has a cyclic subgroupi i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Xof index 2 since F A sT A . If p ) 2, then F A sT A A . Sincei 1 i i 1 i i
Ž . Ž X . Ž XF A is cyclic and exp A rA ) p since A rA is abelian of rank 2 andi i i i i
2 . X Ž . Ž . Ž .order ) p , it follows that A FT A , and so F A sT A . Sincei 1 i i 1 i
Ž . 2F A is cyclic of index p in A , A has a cyclic subgroup of index p,i i i
completing the proof.
Proof of Theorem 7. In the case considered, p s 2.
By assumption, the set L , constructed in Theorem 6, contains an1
Ž .element H that has no G-invariant subgroup of type 2, 2 containing F .0
Ž . ŽBy Lemma 5.1 b , H is a 2-group of maximal class H is not cyclic by the
.choice of Z . We may assume that H - G. Let L denote the set of all2
< < Ž .subgroups between H and G of order 2 ? H . If R g L , then RrF G is2
Ž . Ž .of type 2, 2, 2 , and so R is not of maximal class. By Lemma 5.1 b ,
Ž . Ž . < <R g L has a G-invariant subgroup T R of type 2, 2 . Since H ) 8, H2
Ž . < <has no G-invariant subgroup of type 2, 2 and since R : H s 2, it follows
Ž . Ž . ² Ž . < :that R s HT R and H l T R s F . Set A s T R R g L . Obvi-0 2
Ž .ously, A is characteristic in G since F is, A centralizes F G , A s0
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Ž .  4EZ A , where either E s 1 or extraspecial, By Lemma 5.2, ArF is an0
Ž . Želementary abelian subgroup of Z GrF see the proof of the previous0
.theorem .
Ž . Ž . w xIt remains to prove c . Since ErF F Z GrF , it follows that E, G0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .s Z E since A and so E is nonabelian. By Lemma 5.3, G s EC E . ItG
Ž . Žremains to prove that C s C E is of maximal class C is not cyclic sinceG
the class of G is at least 3 in view of the existence of H; recall that by
< Ž . < < Ž . < . Ž .assumption H : F G s 4 and F G G 4 . By Lemma 5.1 b , it suffices
Ž .to show that C has no G-invariant subgroup of type 2, 2 containing F .0
Ž .Assume that L is a G-invariant subgroup of type 2, 2 in C such that
ŽF - L. Since E contains all such L and L centralizes E since L F0
Ž .. < Ž . < 2C E , it follows that Z E G p , which is a contradiction: E is extraspe-G
Ž .cial. Thus, C is a 2-group of maximal class, completing the proof of c .
Proof of Theorem 5. In what follows we retain the notation of Theo-
rems 6 and 7. We may assume that G is not abelian. Let L be a
Ž . 2 Ž . Ž .G-invariant subgroup of F G of order p . Then F G - C L sinceG
< Ž . < Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..G :C L F p, and so L F Z F G . Since Z F G is cyclic as a charac-G
Ž .teristic abelian subgroup of G, F G has no G-invariant abelian subgroup
Ž . Ž . Ž .of type p, p . By Lemma 5.1 b , F G is cyclic since it is not of maximal
class. Therefore, we may apply Theorems 6 and 7. In view of Lemma 5.2,
< Ž . <in what follows we may assume that F G ) p.
Ž . Ž . Ž .i Let F G F Z G . Then by the proof of Theorem 6, G s AZ,
Ž .where A is generated by all G-invariant subgroups of type p, p contain-
< Ž . <ing F and Z a cyclic subgroup of order p F G in G; obviously,0
Ž . Ž .F G - Z. Since A is characteristic in G, the center Z A is characteristic
< Ž . < Ž . min G so cyclic. Since Z A F exp A F p , where m s 1 if p ) 2 and
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .m s 2 if p s 2, it follows that Z A F F G since Z A F G is cyclic as
< Ž . < 2 < Ž . <a characteristic abelian subgroup of G and Z A F p F F G by
. Ž .assumption . By Lemma 5.2, A s EZ A , where either E is extraspecial or
 4  4 Ž .else E s 1 . In the case considered, E ) 1 otherwise G s Z is cyclic .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore, G s AZ s EZ A Z s EZ since Z A F F G - Z. Since E9
w x < <s G9, it follows that E, G F E9, where E9 s p. By Lemma 5.3, G s EC
Ž .s E)C, where C s C E . It remains to prove that C is cyclic. Obvi-G
Ž . < < < < < Ž . <ously, E l C s Z E , and so C s Z s p F G since G s EZ and
Ž .E l Z s E9. If C contains a G-invariant subgroup L of type p, p , then
Ž . Ž < Ž . < .C s LF G since C : F G s p , and so F - L. Then L F A, by0
Ž .construction of A. Since Z A is cyclic, we obtain a contradiction. By
Ž . ŽLemma 5.1 b , C cyclic C is not a 2-group of maximal class since
Ž . Ž . < Ž . < .F G F Z C and F G ) p . In the case considered, the theorem is
true.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Let F G g Z G . Then p s 2, by Theorem 6. By Theorem 7,
G s AH, where A is characteristic in G, F F A, ArF is an elementary0 0
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Ž . Ž .abelian subgroup in Z GrF , H is a 2-group of maximal class, F G is a0
w Ž .x  4 Ž .subgroup of index 4 in H and A, F G s 1 . Next, A s EZ A , where
 4 < <either E is extraspecial or else E s 1 . If A s 2, all is done: in that case
< <G s H. So we let A ) 2. If H s G, all is done; so we let H - G. Then
Ž .A is not cyclic see the definition of A in the proof of Theorem 7 . In
 4 Ž .particular, E ) 1 ; in that case, as we know, E is extraspecial. Since Z A
< Ž . <is a characteristic abelian subgroup of G, it is cyclic. If Z A s 2, then
Ž .A s E, G s E) H , where H is a 2-group of maximal class, by part c of1 1
< Ž . < Ž < Ž Ž .Theorem 7. Suppose that Z A s 4 note that Z A N exp A s 4 since
. Ž . Ž .A is not abelian . Then S s Z A F G is a characteristic abelian sub-
Ž . Ž .group of G, and so S is cyclic. In that case, Z A F F G - H, and so by
Ž . Ž . Žpart c of Theorem 7, G s AH s EZ A H s EH s E) H where H is1 1
Ž . .a 2-group of maximal class, F G - H , completing the proof.1
6. GROUPS WITHOUT ELEMENTARY ABELIAN
SUBGROUPS OF ORDER p3, p ) 2
In this section we give the short proof of the following fundamental
w Ž .xTHEOREM 6.1 Bla1, Theorem 4.1 iii . Let G be a p-group, p ) 2. If G
Ž .has no normal subgroup of type p, p, p , then one of the following assertions
holds:
Ž .a G is metacyclic.
Ž .b G is a 3-group of maximal class.
Ž . Ž . 3c G s EH, where E s V G is nonabelian of order p and exponent1
2 Ž . 2p, H is cyclic of index p in G. Furthermore, Z G is cyclic and p F
< Ž . < 3G : Z G F p .
Proof. Assume that G has a subgroup K of order p4 and exponent p.
Ž . ŽThen K has a subgroup of type p, p, p any abelian subgroup of index p
. w xin K is elementary abelian . By B1, Theorem 6 , G has a normal subgroup
Ž .of type p, p, p , which is not the case.
Suppose that G has no normal subgroup of order p3 and exponent p. If
w xG is irregular, it is a 3-group of maximal class Bla1, Theorem 1.1 . If G is
w xregular, it is metacyclic Hup, Satz 3.11.4 . In what follows, we assume that
G has a normal subgroup E of order p3 and exponent p. By assumption,
Ž .E is not abelian. Set C s C E . Then C is normal in G and E l C sG
Ž . Ž .Z E is of order p. Since Sylow p-subgroups of Aut E are nonabelian of
order p3 and exponent p, GrC is isomorphic a subgroup of nonabelian
group of order p3 and exponent p.
Ž .Assume that R be a G-invariant subgroup of type p, p such that
R g E. It is easy to see that the class of ER is at most two, and so
Ž .exp ER s p, contrary to the result of the first paragraph of the proof.
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2 Ž .Now let R be a G-invariant subgroup of order p in E, L s C R . SinceG
2 < Ž . <E is not abelian, E g L. Since p does not divide Aut R , L is maximal
in G. It is clear that G s EL. Assume that L has a subgroup E of order1
3 w x Ž .p and exponent p. By B1, Theorem 6 , E is nonabelian. Since R F Z L ,1
< < 4 Ž .we get R g E . Then, as above, RE G p , exp RE s p, contrary to the1 1 1
w xresult of the first paragraph of the proof. By Hup, Satz 3.11.4 , it follows
Ž Ž . .that L is metacyclic in view of R F Z L , L is not of maximal class .
Ž . w xThen E s V G by Bla1, Theorem 1.1 .1
Ž . Ž . < <Let, as above, C s C E . Since E s V G and C l E s p, it followsG 1
Ž .that C has no subgroup of type p, p so C is cyclic. As we know, GrC is a
subgroup of the nonabelian group of order p3 and exponent p. Since
< < < < 2 < < 2E l C s p, it follows that G : C G p . If G : C s p , we get by the
w x  4product formula G s EC so E, C s 1 ; i.e., G s E)C is a central
product, as required. Now let GrC is nonabelian of order p3 and expo-
p ² : Ž .nent p. Let x g G y CE; then x g C. Set H s x, C , T s V H .1
Ž . < <Since exp T s p, we get T F E so T s p. It follows that H is cyclic.
Ž . Ž .Then C C G EH s G, and so C s Z G - H. Next, G s EH, complet-G
ing the proof.
7. p-GROUPS WITH FEW CYCLIC SUBGROUPS OF
ORDER p2
Ž . nAs a rule, if n ) 2, the number c G of cyclic subgroups of order p inn
p Ž w x.a p-group G is divisible by p see B4 . In the case n s 2, which we
Ž w Ž .xconsider, the situation is more complicated by B3, Theorem 1 b , as a
py1 Ž ..rule, p divides c G .2
Ž .DEFINITION. A p-group G is said to be an L -group if V G hasw 1
w Ž .order p and exponent p and GrV G is cyclic.1
Ž . m 1qpLEMMA 7.1. a Suppose that a p-group G of order p ) p has a
normal subgroup D of order p p and exponent p. If GrD is cyclic, then
Ž Ž .. < Ž . < pq1exp V G s p and V G F p .1 1
Ž .b Let G be an L -group. If G is irregular we suppose that w s p.w
Ž .Then T G is cyclic.1
Ž .c All proper subgroups of an L -group are regular.p
Ž . < Ž . < pq1Proof. a Obviously, V G F p . Let R be a G-invariant sub-1
py2 < Ž . <group of order p in D. Set G s GrR. Then G : C D F p. SinceG
my pGrD ( GrD is cyclic of order p ) p, it follows that V G is abelianŽ .1
Ž .and V G is regular since its class is at most p y 1. It follows that1
Ž Ž ..exp V G s p.1
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Ž . < Ž . < w < Ž . < my wb In any case, G : T G G p , i.e., T G F p . Assume that1 1
Ž . Ž Ž .. my wy1 Ž .T G is not cyclic. Then exp T G F p . Hence exp G F1 1
Ž Ž .. my w Ž . my wq1p ? exp T G F p . On the other hand, exp G s p , and this1
is a contradiction.
Ž . Ž . < <c Set D s V G . We may assume that G : D ) p. Let H be a1
< Ž . < py1maximal subgroup of G. If D g H, then V H s p and H is not of1
maximal class; so H is absolutely regular. Now let D - H. Then the
Ž .argument in a yields the result.
THEOREM 7.2. Suppose that G is an irregular group of order pm, p ) 2,
Ž . pm ) p q 3, and c G - p . Let F be a normal abelian subgroup of G of2
Ž . Ž .type p, p and C F s L. If G is not an L -group, thenG p
Ž . Ž . < <a exp L s p, G : L s p.
Ž . < Ž . < Ž . Ž .b Z G s p and Z G sT G .1
Ž .c p ) 3 and m F 2 p.
Ž . Ž .Proof. i Assume that G is a p-group of maximal class, L s C F .G
< pq2If p ) 3, then since L is absolutely regular and L NG p , we get
< < py1q3 py1V L y V L p y pŽ . Ž .2 1
c L s GŽ .2 p p y 1 p p y 1Ž . Ž .
s p py2 p2 q p q 1 ) p p ,Ž .
Ž . Ž 4 2 . Ž .which is a contradiction. If p s 3, then c L s 3 y 3 r3 3 y 1 s2
12 ) 32, a contradiction. Thus, G is not of maximal class.
Ž . pii G has a normal subgroup R of order p and exponent p by
w Ž .xB3, Theorem 2 a .
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii If V G s R, where R is a subgroup of ii , then G is an1
L -subgroup. Indeed, assume that GrR has a subgroup HrR of typep
Ž .p, p . Then
p pq2 y p pŽ .< <H y R py1 pc H s s s p p q 1 ) p ,Ž . Ž .2 p p y 1Ž . p p y 1Ž .
which is a contradiction. In the case considered, therefore, GrR is cyclic,
Ž .as required. In what follows, we assume that V G ) R.1
Ž .iv We claim that GrR is not cyclic. Assume that GrR is cyclic.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž pq2 pq1. Ž . pThen by iii and Lemma 7.1 a , c G s p y p rp p y 1 s p ,2
a contradiction.
Ž . 2  4v If C is a cyclic subgroup of G of order p , then C l R ) 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .and T CR sT C . By Lemma 7.1 b , the second assertion follows from1 1
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 4 Ž . pq1the first one. Assume that C l R s 1 . Then V CR is of order p1
Ž . Ž . Ž pq2and exponent p, by Lemma 7.1 a . In that case, c CR s p y2
pq1. Ž . pp rp p y 1 s p , a contradiction.
Ž . 2 Ž Ž .. pvi If C is a cyclic subgroup of G of order p , then c N C - p .1 G
Ž Ž ..Indeed, set t s c N C . Let C be a subgroup of order p in C. Take1 G 0
Ž . < < 3 Ž .a subgroup Z of order p in N C , Z / C . Then CZ s p , c CZ sG 0 1
Ž . Ž .p q 1, c CZ s p. We see that p subgroups of order p in N C , distinct2 G
2 Ž .of C , produce p y 1 cyclic subgroups of order p in N C , distinct of C.0 G
Ž .Let Z be a subgroup of order p in N C such that Z g CZ. Then1 G 1
CZ l CZ s C and the new p subgroups of order p in CZ produce the1 1
new p y 1 cyclic subgroups of order p2 contained in CZ . We continue1
Ž .this process until all subgroups of order p in N C are exhausted.G
Therefore,
t y 1
py1? p y 1 F c N C y 1 F c G y 1 - p y 1 p ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 G 2p
py1 Ž . w Ž .x psince p divides c G , by B3, Theorem 1 b . Thus, t F p . Since,2
Ž w x. Ž 2 .by Kulakoff's theorem see H1, Theorem 1.52 , t ’ 1 q p mod p , we
p Ž Ž . pq1get t - p . In particular, N C has no subgroup of order p and expo-G
.nent p.
Ž . Ž .vii We claim that Z G is cyclic, and this is true even for m ) p q
Ž .2. Indeed, assume that Z G has a subgroup T s Z = Z , where Z , Z1 2 1 2
Ž .are of order p. Since exp TR s p and TR is normal in G, we may assume,
without loss of generality, that T - R. Let Z g C, where C is a cyclic1
2  4 Ž .subgroup of order p in G. Since C l R ) 1 by v , it follows that
< < pq1 ŽCR s p , and so CRrZ is absolutely regular since CRrZ is of1 1
2 p.exponent p and order p . Let f be the number of absolutely regular
subgroups of GrZ of order p p, containing RrZ , and let KrZ be one1 1 1
< Ž . <of them. Obviously, K is regular, V K s R, and so1
< <K y V KŽ .1 py1c K s s p .Ž .2 p p y 1Ž .
p Ž . py1It follows from p ) c G G f ? p that f - p; in particular, p does not2
Ž . wdivides f recall, that f ) 0 in view of the existence of CRrZ . By B3,1
xLemma 15 , f s 1 and either GrZ is absolutely regular or of maximal1
class. Suppose that GrZ is absolutely regular. Let HrR be a subgroup of1
Žorder p in GrR. It follows from T - H that H is regular since the class
< < pq1 < Ž . < 2 .of H is at most p y 1: H s p and Z H G p . HrZ is absolutely1
regular since GrZ is. Therefore, it follows from f s 1, that HrR is the1
Ž .only subgroup of order p in GrR; i.e., GrR is cyclic, contrary to iv .
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Assume that GrZ is of maximal class. Applying the previous argument to1
Ž .LrZ , where LrZ is the unique absolutely regular subgroup of GrZ1 1 1
of index p, we obtain that LrZ is cyclic, which is impossible, since every1
p Ž .epimorphic image of GrZ of order p is of prime exponent. Thus Z G1
is cyclic.
Ž . Ž . Ž .viii Let F be a normal subgroup of type p, p in G, L s C F .G
Ž . Ž . < <Assume that exp L ) p. By vii , L - G; therefore, G : L s p. Since
< < pq2 Ž . Ž . p Ž .L ) p and c L F c G - p , it follows from vii that L is regular2 2
Ž . < < py1 < Ž . <since Z L is not cyclic. Since L l R G p , we obtain that V L G1
py1 < Ž . < p Ž . pq1 Žp . Since L is regular, V L F p and V L F p otherwise,1 2
Ž . p. < Ž . < py1 w xc L G p . Assume that V L s p . Then, by Bla3, Theorem 2.1 ,2 1
< Ž . < p Ž . < Ž . <V G s p since L is absolutely regular, contrary to iii . Hence, V L1 1
p Ž .s p . Without loss of generality, we may assume that R s V L . It1
< Ž . < pq1follows from V L s p that LrR is cyclic; in particular, L is an2
Ž . Ž . pL -subgroup. Then, by Lemma 7.1 b , T L is cyclic of index p in L.p 1
< < pq2 < Ž . < 2 Ž .Since L ) p , it follows that T L ) p . By iv , GrR is not cyclic;1
Ž . Ž .therefore, HrR s V GrR is abelian of type p, p . It follows that1
Ž . 2 Ž . Ž . Žexp H s p , and so H F V G . Obviously, V G F H see the defini-2 1
. < Ž . < pq2 < < Ž .tion of H and V G F p s H . It follows that H s V G . Set2 2
Ž . Ž . < < Ž .H s V G . Assume that H - H. Then c G G H y H rp p y 1 s1 1 1 2 1
p p, which is a contradiction. Thus, H s H. Since GrR has a cyclic1
Ž .subgroup of index p, GrH is cyclic. Then Z sT L l H is a normal1
2 Ž . Ž . Ž .cyclic subgroup of order p in G. It follows from vi that c G s c H1 1
p Ž .- p . Since the cyclic group of order m has w m generators, it follows
Ž .from vi and the assumption that
pq2 < < 2p s H s 1 q c H w p q c H w pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
- 1 q p p p y 1 q p p ? p p y 1Ž . Ž .
s 1 q p p p y 1 p q 1 s 1 q p pq2 y p p - p pq2 ,Ž . Ž .
Ž .which is a contradiction. Thus, exp L s p, as desired. In particular,
Ž . 2exp G s p .
Ž . 2 < <ix G has no cyclic normal subgroup of order p . Indeed, L )
pq2 Ž . Ž . p Ž .p so c G G c L ) p , and the result follows from vi since G s1 1
Ž . 2N C for every normal cyclic subgroup C of order p in G.G
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x By vii and ix , Z s Z G is of order p. We prove that
Ž . 2Z sT G . Assume that this is false. Then GrZ is of exponent p , by1
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .viii . We claim that GrZ is irregular otherwise, c G G c GrZ s2 2
Ž < < < <. Ž . my 3 p .GrZ y LrZ rp p y 1 s p ) p , a contradiction . Without loss
Ž . Ž . 2of generality, we may assume, that Z - R. Since exp G s exp GrZ s p ,
it follows that G has a cyclic subgroup C of order p2 that does not contain
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Ž . < < pq1 Ž . Ž . ŽZ. Set T s CR. By v , T s p . Since Z /T C sT T Lemma1 1
Ž .. < Ž . < 27.1 b , it follows that Z T G p , and so T is regular. In that case,
Ž . py1c T s p . By what has been said, TrZ is absolutely regular. Let f be2
the number of absolutely regular subgroups HrZ of order p p in GrZ
Ž . wsuch that RrZ - HrZ obviously, all such H are regular . By B3, Lemma
x15 , p divides f. Since f ) 0 in view of the existence of TrZ, it follows that
Ž . py1 pf G p. Since c G G f ? p G p , we obtain a contradiction. Thus, Z2
Ž .sT G .1
Ž .xi We prove that m F 2 p and p ) 3. Indeed, let Z be a cyclic
2 Ž . < < Ž . psubgroup of order p in G. Set N s N Z . Then G : N F c G - p ,G 2
and, since the index is a power of p, it is at most p py1. Since N l L is of
Ž . < < pexponent p, by viii , and normalizes Z, it follows that N l L F p , by
Ž . < < pq1 m < < < < < < pq1 py1vi , so N F p . Therefore, p s G s N ? G : N F p ? p s
p2 p so m F 2 p. Then 2 p G m ) p q 3, and so p ) 3, as required. This
completes the proof.
8. ON THE NUMBER OF L -SUBGROUPSw
L -groups are defined in Section 7.w
DEFINITION 1. A 2-group G is said to be a U-group if
Ž .U1 G has a normal four-subgroup R;
Ž .U2 GrR is of maximal class;
Ž . Ž .U3 if TrR is a cyclic subgroup of index 2 in GrR, then V T s R.1
We claim that a U-group G has only one normal four-subgroup. Indeed,
Žassume that R is another normal four subgroup of G we retain the1
.notation of the definition above . Set L s RR . In view of the existence of1
Ž . < < Ž .T it is an L -group , L s 8, hence LrR F F GrR , and so L - T ,2
Ž .contrary to U3 . If R F G9, then G is of maximal class, by Taussky's
Theorem, which is not the case; thus, R g G9. It is easy to show that
 4 Ž .R l R ) 1 for any four-subgroup R of G consider T l RR .2 2 2
Ž . n Ž .Let U G be the set of all U-subgroups of order 2 in G and L Gn w , n
the set of all L -subgroup of order pn in G.w
dŽG. < Ž . < Ž .  < <Set p s G : F G . For i s 1, . . . , d G , set G s H - G N G : Hi
i4 wŽG. < Ž . <s p . Let p s G : T G .1
We consider
Ž . m Ž .Conjecture A s . Let G be a regular group of order p , w s w G ,
 4 wy sq1 < Ž . <s g 1, . . . , w , m ) n ) s q 1. If p does not divide L G , then Gs, n
< Ž . < wy s Ž wy sq1.is an L -group and L G ’ p mod p .w s, n
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Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .It is easy to check that A 1 and A w are true for example, A w
follows from Miller's theorem on the number of cyclic subgroup of order
nyw Ž ..p in GrV G .1
Throughout this section M usually denotes a set of proper subgroups of
Ž . < 4 <G which one has to be counted. For F F G, let a F s H g M N H F F .
Ž . < <Obviously, a G s M .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 8.1 Reduction Theorem . Suppose that A s is true for all
Ž .regular L -groups, w g N such that w G s. Then A s is true for all regularw
p-groups.
Ž .Proof. By the remark above, we may assume that 1 - s - w s w G .
Ž .Suppose that G is a counterexample of minimal order. Set D s V G ,1
Ž . < < wM s L G , D s p . Supposing that G is not an L -group, we have tos, n w
< Ž . < < < Ž . Ž wy sq1.prove that L G s M s a G ’ 0 mod p . By assumption,s, n
GrD is not cyclic; therefore, GrD has a normal subgroup TrD such that
Ž .GrT is abelian of type p, p . Let F rT , . . . , F rT be all subgroups of1 pq1
Ž . Ž .order p in GrT. Let H g M. Then V H s H l D - D s V T , and so1 1
HTrT is cyclic as an epimorphic image of a cyclic group HDrD (
Ž .  4 ŽHrV H . Hence, H - F for some j g 1, . . . , p q 1 H is a proper1 j
Ž . Ž . .subgroup of F since V H - V F s D . We claim thatj 1 1 j
pq1
a G s a F y pa T . 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i
is1
<  4 4 <Indeed, let H g M and b s i g 1, . . . , p q 1 N H - F . Then b s 1 ori
p q 1. If b s 1, then H g T and the contribution of H in the right side of
Ž .1 is 1. If b s p q 1, then H F T and the contribution of H in the right
Ž . Ž . Ž .side of 1 is p q 1 ? 1 y p s 1, and 1 follows.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that M is not empty. In that
Ž . 2 Ž Ž . Ž . .case, exp G ) p . Then D - T since exp T G exp G rp ) p , and so
wy s Ž . wy sq1by the inductive hypothesis, p divides a T hence p divides
Ž . wy sq1 pq1 Ž .pa T . Since G is a counterexample, p does not divide Ý a F .is1 i
wy sq1 Ž .  4Then p does not divide a F for some j g 1, . . . , p q 1 . There-j
fore, F is an L -subgroup, so that F rD is a cyclic subgroup of index p inj w j
a noncyclic group GrD. By the classification of p-groups with cyclic
subgroup of index p, GrD has exactly p cyclic subgroups, say
F rD, . . . , F rD, and one F rD noncyclic. Then F , . . . , F are L -1 p pq1 1 p w
Ž . wy s Ž wy sq1.groups, and so by assumption, a F ’ p mod p for i gi
 4 wy sq1 p Ž .1, . . . , p . Therefore, p divides Ý a F . Since F is not anis1 i pq1
L -group, it follows, by the inductive hypothesis, that pwy sq1 dividesw
Ž . wy sq1 Ž . Ž .a F . Hence, p divides a G by 1 , contrary to the assumption.pq1
This completes the proof.
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Ž .In view of the reduction theorem, in proof of A s , one can confine to
L -groups.w
Ž .Recall that G is the set of subgroups H of G such that F G F H andk
< < k k nG : H s p . Denote by f the number of subgroups of index p in E .n, k p
LEMMA 8.2. Let G be a regular L -group of order pm, 1 - w - m. Forw
 Ž . 4 1  Ž . Ž .4k g 1, . . . , d y 1 s d G y 1 , let G s H g G N exp H s exp G ,k k
< 1 < kt sG . Then t s p f .k k k dy1, k
Ž .  4Proof. Obviously, G9 - D s V G . Let N s C , . . . , C be the set of1 1 r
my wq1 Ž . Ž .all cyclic subgroups of order p s exp G in G, i.e., r s c Gmy wq1
wy1 < Ž . < dy1s p . Obviously, DC s G and G : C F G s p for i s 1, . . . , r.i i
Therefore, the number of the elements of G that contain C g N is equalk
k Ž .to the number of subgroups of index p in GrCF G , i.e., f . Letdy1, k
1  4  4 Ž .G s A , . . . , A . Then, for j g 1, . . . , t , we have c A sk 1 t k mywq1 jk
pwŽ A j.y1 s pwyky1. By what has just been proved, the number of pairs
C - A with C g N, A g G1 is equal to pwy1f , and that number isk dy1, k
also equal to t ? pwyky1. Thus, pwy1f s t ? pwyky1, and so t s pk ?k dy1, k k k
f , as required.dy1, k
It follows from the reduction theorem and Lemma 8.2 that Theorem
Ž . Ž .A w y 1 is true. Indeed, since G is regular and all elements of L Gwy1, n
have the same exponent, we may assume that all these elements have the
Ž . 1 < Ž . <same exponent as G. In that case, L G s G so L G s t swy1, n 1 wy1, n 1
Ž 2 .pf ’ p mod p , by Lemma 8.2, as claimed.dy1, 1
Ž .Let G be an L -group, s - w and M s L G . Only one element inw s, n
Ž . Ž . Ž .G , namely, T G V G , has exponent less than exp G . If H g M , then1 1 1
Ž . nysq1 Ž . < <exp H s p . Hence H F V G . Therefore, to find M , we maynysq1
Ž . my wq1assume, without loss of generality, that G s V G . Hence, pnysq1
Ž . nysq1 1 Ž .s exp G s p , and so n s m y w q s. If F g G y G , then a Fk k
s 0. Let K be a normal subgroup of G of order pwy1 such that
Ž . Ž . my wK - V G and exp GrK s p . Then GrK is noncyclic but has a1
cyclic subgroup of index p. In that case, GrK has p q 1 maximal
subgroups F rK, . . . , F rK, the first p of them are cyclic and F rK1 pq1 pq1
Ž . Ž .is not cyclic. Then F , . . . , F are L -groups and exp F - exp G . In1 p wy1 pq1
Ž . Ž . Ž pq1 Ž ..that case, a T s a F s 0 where T s F F ; see 1 . Therefore,pq1 is1 i
p
a G s a F . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i
is1
Ž .Using 2 , we prove
Ž . Ž . 2THEOREM A W-2 . Conjecture A w-2 is true; in particular, p di¤ides
< Ž . <L G .wy2, n
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Proof. By the reduction theorem, we may assume that G is an L -group.w
Ž .Since A 1 is true, we may assume that w ) 3. We have to prove, by the
Ž Ž ..above, that see 2 ,
p
2 3a F ’ p mod p . )Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i
is1
Ž . Ž . < Ž . <Since exp F s exp G , all i F p, we get n s m y 2. Since GrT G si 1
w 3 Ž . Ž . Ž .p ) p and T G F F G - F , it follows that a F s y1 q f all1 i i dŽF ., 1i
i F p, since all elements of M have index p2 in G. Next, the number of
Ž . 2 wtwo-generated subgroups of index p in GrT G is 0, p, or p , by B3,1
x Ž . Ž .Lemma 10 . Since w ) 3 and F sT G V G , it follows thatpq1 1 1
Ž Ž ..d F rT G ) 2.pq1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i Let d G s 2. Suppose that d F s 2. Then d F s 2, i F p,1 i
w x Ž . Ž . Ž . 2by B6 , and so a F s p. Therefore, by ) , a G s p , and all is done.i
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2Suppose that d F ) 2. Then d F ) 2, i F p, and so a F s p q p q1 i i
3  4 Ž . Ž . 2 Ž 3.m ? p , m g N j 0 , i F p. By ) , a G ’ p mod p , completing thisi i
case.
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1ii Let d G ) 2. Suppose that d H s 2 for some H g G . Then1
Ž . 1 2 Ž wa H s p and the number of two-generated elements in G is p see B3,1
x .Lemma 10 and the last sentence of the first paragraph of the proof and
Ž . 1 Ž . Ž . 2 Ž 3.d G s 3. If F g G is such that d F ) 2, then a F ’ p q p mod p1
Ž .see the second sentence of the paragraph before the theorem . Therefore,
Ž . 2 Ž 2 . 2 Ž 3.in the case considered, a G ’ p ? p q p p q p ’ p mod p . If
Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .Ž 2 . 2 Ž 3.d H ) 2 for all H g G , then a G ’ p q p p q p ’ p mod p ,1
completing the proof.
Ž .For the remaining s, Conjecture A s is surprisingly complicated.
Consider
Ž . mConjecture B s . Suppose that G is the irregular group of order p ,
 4 < Ž . < Ž pysq1.s g 1, . . . , p , m ) n ) s q 1. If L G k 0 mod p , then one ofs, n
the following assertions holds:
Ž . < Ž . < pys Ž pysq1.a G is an L -group and L G ’ p mod p .p s, n
Ž .b p s 2, G is a U-group.
Ž .c G is a p-group of maximal class.
Ž . w xB 1 is proved in B4 . Therefore, in what follows, we assume that s ) 1.
Ž .  4 Ž .In this section, we prove B s for s g p, p y 1, p y 2 . Hence, B s is true
Ž .for p s 2, 3 and all s F p. Note that for p ) 3, B 2 is not proved.
Ž . mTHEOREM B p . Suppose that G is an irregular p-group of order p ,
Ž . < < Ž .m ) n ) p q 1. Set M s L G , M s a G . Then one of the followingp, n
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assertions holds:
Ž . Ž .a G is an L -group, a G s 1;p
Ž . Ž .b p s 2, G is a U-group, a G is odd;
Ž . Ž .c p di¤ides a G .
Proof. Suppose that the theorem is proved for all proper subgroups of
G and M is not empty. By Hall's enumeration principle,
a G ’ a H mod p . 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
HgG1
Let G be an L -group. Then any subgroup H of G not containingp
Ž . < Ž . < p Ž .V G , satisfies V H - p so a G s 1. It follows from the structure1 1
of p-groups of maximal class that they have no L -subgroups of order pn.p
Let p s 2, let G be a U-group and D the unique normal four-subgroup
Ž .of G. Let H g M and D g H. By assumption, V H is a four-subgroup.1
Then HDrD ( HrH l D is cyclic since GrD is of maximal class and
Ž .HrH l D is abelian of order G 8. It follows that V H DrD F1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F HDrD F F GrD - TrD, and so V H D F V T , contrary to1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .U3 . Thus, every element of M contains D. Then a G s c GrD isny2
odd. Therefore, in what follows, we may assume that G is neither L - norp
U-group.
Ž . Ž .Assume that p does not divide a G . Then, by 3 , there exists H g G1
Ž .such that p does not divide a H . By the inductive hypothesis, H is either
an L - or U-group.p
Ž . Ž .i Suppose that H is an L -group. Set D s V H . Assume thatp 1
Ž .GrD is cyclic. Since n ) p q 1, it follows that V G s D by Lemma1
Ž . Ž Ž . .7.1 a otherwise V G - H and H is not an L -group ; in that case, G is1 p
an L -group, contrary to the assumption. Thus, GrD is a noncyclic groupp
containing a cyclic subgroup HrD of index p.
Assume that p s 2 and GrD is a 2-group of maximal class. We claim
that, in this case, G is a U-group. Indeed, let TrD be a cyclic subgroup of
index 2 in GrD and KrD the subgroup of order 2 in HrD; then
Ž . Ž . Ž .KrD F F HrD F F GrD - TrD. Since K is abelian of type 4, 2 , it
Ž .follows that V T s D, and our claim follows. Thus, GrD is not a1
2-group of maximal class. Then GrD has exactly p q 1 maximal sub-
groups H rD s HrD, . . . , H rD and the first p of them are cyclic,1 pq1
H rH is noncyclic and abelian. As above, H , . . . , H are L -groups.pq1 1 p p
Ž . Ž .Next, by the inductive hypothesis, p divides a H . Since a H s 1 forpq1 i
Ž . Ž .i s 1, . . . , p, we obtain, by 3 , that p divides a G .
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Ž . Ž .ii Let H be a U-group with the unique normal four-subgroup D;
Ž .then D is normal in G. In that case, p s 2. By i , we may assume that G1
has no L -groups.2
Assume that GrD is of maximal class. We claim that in the case
considered, G is a U-group. Indeed, let TrD be a cyclic subgroup of index
Ž . Ž .2 in GrD. Enough to prove that V T s D. If not, V T is elementary1 1
Ž Ž ..abelian abelian of order 8 Lemma 7.1 a . Since GrD has only one
Ž .normal subgroup of order 2, it follows that V T F H and H is not a1
U-group, a contradiction.
Ž .Thus, GrD is not of maximal class since G is not a U-group . Then
GrD has exactly four subgroups of maximal class and index 2: H rD s1
w xHrD, . . . , H rD, by B3, Theorem 2 . We claim that H are U-groups,4 i
 4i s 1, 2, 3, 4. Let, for some i g 2, 3, 4 , H not be a U-subgroup. Then iti
Ž . Ž .has a cyclic subgroup T rD of index 2 such that V T ) D. Then V Ti 1 i 1 i
Ž Ž ..is elementary abelian abelian of order 8 Lemma 7.1 a and it is normal in
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4G. In that case, V T rD F F H rD F F H rD for j g 1, 2, 3, 4 , con-1 i i j
Ž .trary to the fact that H s H is a U-subgroup. By the above, a H is odd1 i
 4for i s 1, 2, 3, 4. Let G s H , . . . , H be the set of all maximal sub-1, D 1 7
Žgroups of G containing D similarly, we can define G for every1, R
. Ž .G-invariant four-subgroup R . By the inductive hypothesis, a H is even if
H g G is not a U-subgroup. Let F g G be a U-subgroup and D g F. Let1 1
ŽR be the unique normal four-subgroup in F R is normal in G since R is
.characteristic in F eG; see the text following Definition 2 . Then the
Žintersection G l G has no elements that are U-subgroups since1, D 1, R
.every group of this intersection must contain DR . This argument shows
Žthat G has the even number of U-subgroups moreover, this number is a1
. Ž .multiple of 4 . If H g G , then a H is odd if H is a U-subgroup and even1
Ž . Ž .otherwise. Therefore, a G is even by 3 , completing the proof.
Ž . mTHEOREM B p-1 . Suppose that G is an irregular p-group of order p ,
Ž .m ) n ) p, M s L G . Then one of the following assertions holds:py1, n
Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .a a G ’ 0 mod p .
Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .b G is an L -group, a G ’ p mod p .p
Ž . Ž . Ž .c p s 2, G is a U-group, a G ’ 2 mod 4 .
Ž . Ž .d G is a 3-group of maximal class, n s 5 and a G s 3 or n s 6
Ž .and a G s 12.
Proof. Suppose that the theorem is proved for all proper subgroups of
Ž . w xG. Since Theorem B 1 is true B4 , we assume that p ) 2.
Ž . ny Ž py1.q1Suppose that G is an L -group. If H g M , then exp H s pp
nypq2 Ž .s p and H g V G . Without loss of generality, we may as-nypq2
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž Ž ...sume that V G s G since a G s a V G . In the casenypq2 nypq2
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my pq1 Ž . nypq2considered, p s exp G s p , and so n s m y 1. This means
Ž . < Ž . < py1that M : G . If H g G and V G g H, then V H s p , H is an1 1 1 1
L -subgroup and so H g M. The number of such H in G is y1 q fpy1 dŽG., 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .compare with Lemma 8.2 . If V G - H g G , then a H s 0 since1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .exp H - exp G . Since d G ) 1, it follows that y1 q f ’ pdŽG., 1
Ž 2 . Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .mod p . Therefore, a G s y1 q f ’ p mod p , proving b . IndŽG., 1
what follows, we assume that G is not an L -group.p
k Ž . 2Suppose that G is of maximal class. If H g M , then p s exp H ) p ,
Žand so H - G , where G is the fundamental subgroup of G the1 1
.absolutely regular subgroup of index p in G . Note, that in the case
Ž . Žky1.Ž py1.q1 < Ž . < Žky2.Ž py1.q1considered, V G G p , and so G rV H G p .k 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..The number a G s a G s c G rV H is divisible by1 ky 1 1 1
pŽky2.Ž py1.yŽky1., and the last number is greater than p if p ) 3. Let
1  4 Ž .p s 3. Then k s 3, i.e., n g 5, 6 , i.e., G is a group of d . In what
follows, we assume that G is not of maximal class.
For i s 1, 2, let
G s H g G N H is an L -group , 4i , 1 i p
 4G s H g G N H is of maximal class ,i , 2 i
 4G s H g G N H is absolutely regular ,i , 3 i
G s G y G j G j G .Ž .i , 4 i i , 1 i , 2 i , 3
Obviously, G s D 4 G is a partition.i js1 i, j
Ž . 2 Ž .i By the inductive hypothesis, p divides Ý a H .H g G1,4
Ž . 2 Ž .ii We claim that p divides Ý a H . Indeed, let H g G .H g G 1, 21,2
Ž . Ž 2 .Then, by what we have been proved, a H mod p does not depend on
2 < < w xH. Since p divides G , by B3, Lemma 7 , our claim follows.1, 2
Ž . 2 Ž .iii We claim that p divides Ý a H . Indeed, if H g G ,H g G 1, 11,1
Ž .then by the result of the second paragraph of the proof, a H ’
Ž 2 . < < Ž .p mod p . Since p divides G by Theorem B p , all is done.1, 1
Ž . 2 Ž .iv We claim that p divides Ý a H . Indeed, let H g G ;H g G 1, 31,3
Ž w x.i.e, H is absolutely regular of width p y 1. Then by Bla1, Theorem 2.1
Ž . pG s HR, where R s V G is of order p and exponent p, H l R s1
Ž . ŽV H and HrH l R ( GrR is noncyclic otherwise, as it easy to check,1
. Ž .G is an L -group . In particular, H is not an L -group. Then a H sp py1
Ž . Ž .c HrH l R s c GrR is a multiple of p that does not de-nypq1 nypq1
Ž .pend on the choice of H. Moreover, p divides a H , by Miller's theorem
w x 2 < <on the number of cyclic subgroups. By B3, Lemma 14 , p divides G ,1, 3
proving the claim.
1 2 Ž . Ž .Otherwise, 3 divides a G s a G .1
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Ž . Ž .It follows from i ] iv that
Ž . 2 Ž .v p divides Ý a H .H g G1
Ž .By 1 , it remains to show that
p N a H . 4Ž . Ž .Ý
HgG2
Ž . Ž .Assume that 4 is false. Then there exists H g G such that p ƒ a H . By2
the inductive hypothesis, H is absolutely regular, i.e., H g G . By Theo-2, 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .rem A w , H is an L -group and a H s 1. Then V H s D spy1 1
Ž Ž .. 2 nyŽ py1. mypy1V F G . In that case, HrD is cyclic of order p s p ) p,1
since n s m y 2.
Ž . ² p :Suppose that H s F G . Then HrD s x D for some x g G. Hence,
² : ² :x, H rD is cyclic of index p in GrD, and x, H is an L -group. Bypy1
w x Ž . pBla1, Theorem 2.1 , R s V G is of order p and exponent p and1
² :GrR ( x, H rD is cyclic. In that case, G is an L -group by Lemmap
Ž . Ž7.1 a }contradiction, since the theorem is true for L -groups see thep
.second paragraph of the proof .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Let F G - H. Since D F F G and T H F F H F F G , it fol-1
< Ž . < Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .lows that H : F G s p see Lemma 7.1 b . Now, T H - F G and1
Ž . Ž . ŽT H eG. Since T H is cyclic of composite order, G s B irregular1 1 2, 2
p-groups of maximal class, p ) 2, has no normal cyclic subgroup of order
2 .p . If F g G and F is an L -group, then FrD is cyclic. On the other2 py1
< < Ž .hand, every cyclic subgroup of GrD of order HrD contains F GrD ,
and so its inverse image is an element of G . Hence, G has2 2
Ž . 2c GrD elements that are L -groups. Since p dividesmy 2yŽ py1. py1
Ž . Ž .c GrD GrD is regular by Theorem 6 , it follows that themy 2yŽ py1.
number of L -subgroups in G is divisible by p2, and their contributionpy1 2
2Ž . Ž .in Ý a H is divisible by p , so 4 is true, completing the proof.H g G2
Ž . mTHEOREM B p-2 . Suppose that G is an irregular group of order p ,
m ) n ) p y 1, M s L . Then one of the following assertions holds:py2, n
Ž . < < Ž . 2 Ž 3.a G is an L -group, M s a G ’ p mod p .p
Ž . < < Ž . 2b p s 3, G is a 3-group of maximal class, M s a G ’ 3
Ž 3.mod 3 .
Ž . < < Ž . Ž 3.c M s a G ’ 0 mod p .
Ž . w xProof. Since the theorem B 1 is true B4 , we assume that p ) 3.
Suppose that the theorem has proved for all proper subgroups of G.
Ž .For i s 1, 2, define as in the proof of Theorem B p-1 , the sets
G s H g G N H is an L -group , 4i , 1 i p
 4G s H g G N H is absolutely regular ,i , 2 i
2 < Ž Ž .. < py1Indeed, by Hall's regularity criterion, V F G G p .1
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Ž .and G s G y G j G . Without loss of generality, we may assumei, 3 i i, 1 i, 2
Ž .that a G ) 0. By assumption, the exponent of every element of the set
e Ž .M is p , where e s n y p y 2 q 1 s n y p q 3 G 3. Let G be an
Ž . 2 Ž 3.L -group. We claim that, in this case, a G ’ p mod p . In view ofp
Ž .Theorem A p-2 , we may assume that G is irregular. But in that case,
Ž Ž .. s Ž .exp V G F p . Since in the proof of Theorem A w-2 for L -groups wes w
Ž . 2 Ž 3.make use of the last property only, one obtains a G ’ p mod p .
Ž .Therefore, if G is not an L -group, it follows by Theorem B p , thatp
Ž . 3 Ž .i p divides Ý a H .H g G1,1
Ž . 3 Ž .ii By the inductive hypothesis, p divides Ý a H , whereH g Gi,3
i s 1, 2.
Let G be a p-group of maximal class. As above, it is easy to show that in
Ž . py2 Ž .that case recall that p ) 3 , p divides a G . Therefore, we may
assume that G is neither L -group nor p-group of maximal class.p
Ž . 3 Ž .iii We claim that p divides Ý a H . Indeed, let H g GH g G 1, 21,2
Ž . w xi.e., H is absolutely regular . Then by B3, Theorem B , G s HR, where
Ž . pR s V G is of order p and exponent p. If H is an L -group, then G1 py1
Ž Ž ..is an L -group see Lemma 7.1 a , contrary to the assumption. Therefore,p
Ž .in that case, H l R s V H , HrH l R ( GrR is noncyclic. In particu-1
Ž . Ž . Ž .lar, d G G 3. Let F g G and R g F. Then V F F F l V G s F l R,1 1 1
< Ž . < py1 Ž . 2and so V F s p , i.e., F g G . Since d GrR G 2, it follows that p1 1, 2
< < 2divides G . Let H g G . Since HrH l R is not cyclic, it follows that p1, 2 1, 2
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .divides a H by Theorem A w-1 in the case considered w s w H s
.p y 1, s s p y 2 s w y 1 ; moreover, that number does not depend on
the choice of H, and so all is done.
Ž . Ž .It follows from i ] iii that
Ž . Ž . Ž 3.iv Ý a H ’ 0 mod p .H g G1
Therefore, it suffices to prove that
a H ’ 0 mod p2 . 5Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
HgG2
Ž . 2 Ž .Assume that 5 is false. Then p ƒ a H for some H g G . By induc-2
Ž . 2tive hypothesis recall that p ) 3 , H is an L -group and p dividespy1
Ž . Ž .a H , by Theorem A w-1 . Therefore, it suffices to show that the number
Ž .of such H in G is a multiple of p. In the case considered, V H s D s2 1
Ž Ž ..V F G , by Hall's regularity criterion, and HrD is cyclic of composite1
order.
Ž . ² p :Suppose that H s F G . Then HrD s x D for some x g G. Hence
² :L s x, H rD is a cyclic subgroup of index p in GrD. It is easy to show
Ž .that L is an L -group in particular, L is absolutely regular . Thenpy1
Ž . Ž . p wG s LV G , where V G is of order p and exponent p, by B3,1 1
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x Ž . Ž .Theorem B . Then GrV G ( LrV L is cyclic. As above, G is an1 1
L -group.p
Ž . Ž . < Ž . <Suppose that H ) F G . As in the proof of Theorem B p-1 , H : F G
s p. Obviously, HrD is a maximal cyclic subgroup of GrD. Let FrD be a
< < Ž .cyclic subgroup of order HrD in GrD. Then F G - F, and so F is an
< <L -group. The number of cyclic subgroups of order HrD in GrD ispy1
divisible by p, by Miller's theorem on the number of cyclic subgroups.
Ž .Hence the contribution those subgroups in the right-hand side of 5 is
2 Ž .divisible by p so 5 is true, and the theorem is proved.
DEFINITION 2. A p-group G is said a U Ž p.-group if it has a normal
subgroup R of order p p and exponent p such that
Ž Ž p. .U 1 GrR is irregular of maximal class.
Ž Ž p. .U 2 If TrR is the unique absolutely regular subgroup of index p
Ž .in GrR, then V T s R.1
Ž p.Ž . Ž p. n ŽLet U G be the set of U -subgroups of order p in G obviously,n
.n ) 2 p q 1 .
Ž . Ž2.Obviously, U-groups see Definition 1 are U -groups.
The subgroup R of Definition 2 is called the kernel of G. It is easy to
show that R is the unique kernel of G. Moreover, we show that R
contains all normal subgroups of G of exponent p. Indeed, let R be a1
normal subgroup of G of exponent p that is not contained in R; we
Ž .assume that R is as small as possible. Then R RrR s Z GrR -1 1
Ž . Ž .F GrR . Since GrR is of maximal class, we get R RrR F F GrR -1
Ž .TrR so R R F V T s R, which is a contradiction.1 1
THEOREM UŽP .. Let G be a group of order pm, 2 p q 1 - n - m. Set
Ž . < Ž p.Ž . < 2 Ž . Ž p.a G s U G . Then p di¤ides a G , unless G is a U -group andn
n s m y 1.
Ž .Proof. We are working by induction on m. Assuming that a G / 0,
Ž p.Ž .take H g U G . Let D be the kernel of H.n
Let G be a U Ž p.-group and let R be the kernel of G. Since GrR has pi
subgroups of maximal class and index pi is G, it suffices to show that
R - H. Assume that R g H. Since RHrR is an irregular subgroup of
< < pq2GrR, it is of maximal class. By assumption, RHrR ) p . Let TrR be
the absolutely regular subgroup of index p in GrR. Then T rR s HRrR1
l TrR is an absolutely regular subgroup of index p if HRrR. Since
HRrR is of maximal class and order ) p pq2, it follows that DRrR F T rR1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .recall that D is the kernel of H . In that case, RR F V T F V T s1 1 1 1
R, contrary to the choice of D. Therefore, in what follows, we assume that
G is not a U Ž p.-group.
Ž .i Let n s m y 1. Since D, the kernel of H, is characteristic in H,
it is normal in G.
Assume that GrD is of maximal class. We prove that then G is a
U Ž p.-group. Let TrD be the unique absolutely regular subgroup of index
Ž .p in GrD. To prove our claim we have to show that V T s D. The1
intersection T rD s HrD l TrD is absolutely regular of index p in1
Ž . Ž . Ž .HrD. It follows that V T s D. Since V T rD s V TrD , we get1 1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž p.V T F V T s D, and so G is a U -group, contrary to assumption1 1 1
above.
w xThus GrD is not of maximal class. Then by B3, Theorem 2 , the
2 Žnumber of subgroups of maximal class and index p in GrD is equal p in
Ž . .the case under consideration, d G s 3 . Let FrD be a subgroup of
maximal class and index p in GrD. We claim that F is a U Ž p.-group. Let
T rD be the absolutely regular subgroup of index p in FrD. To prove our1
Ž .claim, we have to show that V T s D. We have1 1
V T rD F F FrD F F GrD - HrD ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .so V T rD F V TrD . It follows that V T F V T s D, as claimed.1 1 1 1 1 1
It remains to show that if A is a U Ž p.-subgroup of index p in G then
D - A. Assume that this is false. Let D be the kernel of A; D is normal1 1
in G and D g H. By the above, GrG is not of maximal class. Therefore,1 1
GrD has exactly p2 subgroups of maximal class and index p. Their1
Ž p. Žinverse images are U -subgroups see the reasoning with F in the
.beginning of this paragraph and they do not contain D. It follows that G
has at least 2 p2 ) 1 q p q p2 maximal subgroups, which is a contradic-
tion.
Ž .ii Let n - m y 1. Then, by the enumeration principle,
a G s a H y p a F mod p2 . 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý
HgG FgG1 2
Ž .Take H g G . Then, by the inductive hypothesis, a H s p if H is a1
Ž p. 2 Ž . Ž . 2U -group, and p divides a H otherwise. It follows from i that p
Ž . Ž .divides Ý a H . By 6 and what has just been proved, it suffices toH g G1
Ž .prove that p divides Ý a H . By the inductive hypothesis and the firstH g G2
Ž .paragraph of the proof, p divides a F for all F g G , and this completes2
the proof of the theorem.
It is easy to prove that Theorem U Ž2., is also true for n s 5.
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9. 2-GROUPS WITH SMALL CENTRALIZER
Let G be a nonabelian 2-group, x an involution in G. It is known that if
< Ž . < Ž .C x s E then G is of maximal class Suzuki . In this section weG 4
Ž . mconsider the case when C x ( C = C , m ) 1. We describe such theG 2 2
groups if they satisfy some additional condition. For m s 2, when our
additional condition is fulfilled automatically, this situation was considered
w x w xin GLS, Proposition 10.27 . In this section, we follow closely to GLS .
Ž .DEFINITION. For m G 2, n G 3, G s F m, n is the semidirect product
² :t ? Q, where
Ž .i t is an involution;
Ž . Ž .m nii Q s A) D, where A ( C , D ( D , and A l D s Z D ;2 2
and
Ž . ² :  4 ² :mq 1 mq1 nq1iii t ? A g D , SD and t ? D ( D .2 2 2
Ž .Observe that the second isomorphism in iii determines the action of t
on D up to an inner automorphism of D, since in D nq 1 , all involutions2
outside any given D n subgroup are conjugate. Thus in the definition,2
Ž .since Z Q s A, the action of t on Q is specified up to conjugation by an
Ž .inner automorphism and so F m, n is well defined. Thus as t one can
Ž . Ž . Ž .choose any involution in F m, n y Q. Obviously, V Q s V A D. Let1 2
x g Q be an involution; then x s ad, where a g A, d g D, and a2 s d2. If
d2 s 1, then a2 s d2 s 1 and a is contained in A l D, the subgroup of
Ž . ny1order 2 so a is determined uniquely . In that case, we have 2 q 1
2 2 Ž . Ž .possibilities for x. Let d / 1. Since a g D, we get o a s 4 s o d and
a2 s d2. In that case we have exactly two possibilities for x: x s ad or
a3d s ad3. Thus, Q has exactly 2 ny1 q 3 involutions, and only two of them
are not contained in D. Note that Q has no elementary abelian subgroup
of order 8. Indeed, if E is an elementary abelian subgroup of order 8 in Q,
then E y D contains at least four involutions, which is not the case. Thus,
Ž . ² Ž . : Ž . Ž .C t G Z D , ad, t ( E , where a g A, d g D, o a s 4 s o d , andG 8
a2 s d2. Since Q has no elementary abelian subgroup of order 8 and
maximal in G, the group G has no elementary abelian subgroup of order
Ž . t16. Furthermore, if y g D y Z D is an involution, y and y are not
conjugate in Q. Assume that this is false. Then y and y t are conjugate in
t d Ž .D since Q s A) D, and so y s y for some d g D, i.e., C y f D.² t, D:
Ž . ² Ž . :This is a contradiction since C y s Z D , y F D. It follows that² t, D:
² : mC y s C y s y = A ( C = CŽ . Ž .G Q 2 2
Ž .for every involution y g D y Z D . We see that Q has exactly four
conjugacy classes of involutions of sizes 1, 2 ny2, 2 ny2, and 2, respectively;
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the first three of these are contained in D, the first and fourth classes
together with 1 constitute a normal four-subgroup of Q.
LEMMA 9.1. Suppose that a nonabelian p-group G has an elementary
3 Ž . mabelian subgroup E of order p and an element y such that C y ( C = C ,G p p
Ž .m ) 1. Let Q be the normalizer of C y in G. Then Q s A) D, where D isG
Ž . 3dihedral of order 8 if p s 2 and D s V Q is nonabelian of order p and1
Ž .exponent p if p ) 2. Let U be a normal subgroup of type p, p in G and
Ž Ž .. < < ² :Z s V Z G . Then Z s p and, if x g U y Z and D s x, y , then1 1
D ( D and Q s A) D and A l D s Z.1 1 1
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let U be a normal subgroup of type p, p in G and T s C U .G
Ž .Since C U ) U is elementary abelian, T has an elementary abelianEU
3 Ž . < <subgroup of order p so y f U. By assumption, Z G is cyclic so G : T s p
Ž Ž .. ² :and Z s V Z G is of order p. It follows that then y f T and G s y1
Ž . ² :? T , a semidirect product. By the modular law, C y s y = A, whereG
Ž . Ž . mA s C y . In view of the structure of C y , we get A ( C . Obviously,T G p
< Ž . Ž . < Ž Ž ..Z - U, i.e., C y U : C y s p. Therefore, U F Q s N C y . SinceG G G G
< Ž Ž .. < 2 ² :V C y s p , there are exactly p conjugates with y in Q so1 G
< Ž . < Ž . ² :Q : C y s p and Q s C y U. Set D s y, U . Since A centralizes D,G G
we have Q s A) D, the central product. Obviously, D ( D if p s 2 and8
Ž . 3D s V Q is nonabelian of order p and exponent p if p ) 2. Let1
² : Ž .x g U y Z. Set D s x, y . Since x f C y , D is nonabelian. If p ) 2,1 G 1
< < < < < Ž . <then since D G D s V Q , we get D s D. Since Q is of class two,1 1 1
we obtain D ( D ( D if p s 2. This completes the proof.1 8
The situation of Lemma 9.1 for p ) 2 is investigated in full detail in
w xBla3 .
For a g G, let aG denote the conjugacy class of G containing a. Recall
that two noncommuting involutions generate a dihedral group.
THEOREM 9.2. Let G be a nonabelian 2-group containing an in¤olution y
Ž . ² : msuch that C y s y = Z, where Z ( C , m G 2. Then one of theG 2
following assertions holds:
Ž . Ž .i G ( F m, n for some n G 3;
Ž .ii G has no elementary abelian subgroup of order 8.
Ž . ² : mq 1iii G has an in¤olution t such that t, Z ( M for some cyclic0 2
n Ž . Ž .subgroup Z of order 2 in C y in that case, m ) 2 .0 G
Proof. Suppose that G has an elementary abelian subgroup E of order
Ž . Ž .8 and does not satisfy iii . We have to prove that G ( F m, n for some
Žn G 3. Since G is not of maximal class this follows from the fact that it
Ž m. .contains a subgroup of type 2, 2 , m ) 1 , it contains a normal subgroup
Ž .U of type 2, 2 . Without loss of generality, we may assume that U is
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Ž Ž . .contained in E indeed, U - C U is elementary abelian . SetUE
² :G s C y , D s y , U ( D , G s N G .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 G 0 8 1 G 0
Ž Ž .. ŽSince U l G s V Z G is of order 2, it follows that U - G see the0 1 1
. mproof of Lemma 9.1 so D - G . Then G s A) D , where A ( C is a0 1 1 0 2
subgroup of G and D ( D , by Lemma 9.1. Since D has five involu-0 0 8 0
Ž . wtions and the number of involutions in G is ’ 3 mod 4 by B7, Sect. 5;1
x Ž .I, Theorem 4.9 indeed, G is not of maximal class , there is an involution1
² :Ž . Žx g G y D . Setting D s x, y ( D the isomorphism holds since G1 0 1 8 1
.is of class two; see the proof of Lemma 9.1 and taking into account that
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .A s Z G , we also have G s A) D and D l U s V Z G s Z D .1 1 1 1 1
We now consider a subgroup Q of G of maximal order subject to the
following conditions:
Ž . na Q s A) D, a central product, where D ( D ; and2
Ž . Ž .b U is a G-invariant subgroup of type 2, 2 in Q, y g D and
Ž . mD l U s Z D . Recall that A ( C was defined above.2
In view of the existence of G , such a Q exists with n G 3. The following1
Žadditional properties of Q are immediate see the text preceding Lem-
.ma 9.1 :
Ž .c Q has no elementary abelian subgroup of order 8;
Ž . < Ž . < Ž Ž . .d V Q : D s 2 in particular, if m s 2 then V Q s Q ; and1 1
Ž .e Q has four classes of involutions, namely, the three classes in D
Žand the fourth class consists of two elements in U y Z those elements are
2 2 .of the form ad, where a g A, d g D have order 4 and a s d .
Ž . Ž .Since G has an elementary abelian subgroup of order 8, V Q - V G ,1 1
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . < <by c , so Q - G. Set R s N V Q ) Q . Assume that R : Q G 4.G 1
Then the number of R-conjugates of y is
< < < < < < ny2 nR : G s R : Q ? Q : G G 4 ? 2 s 2 .0 0
Since all the R-conjugates of y lie in Q and Q has exactly 2 ny1 involutions
Ž .that are not contained in U see the text preceding Lemma 9.1 and
n ny1 Ž R .2 ) 2 , we obtain a contradiction note that y l U s B . Thus
< < R ŽR : Q s 2 and y is the union of two Q-classes of the same size indeed,
< R < < Ž . < < < < < < < < Q < R  sy s R : C y s R : G s R : Q ? Q : G s 2 y , where y s y N sR 0 0
4. Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..g R . Furthermore, if V R s V Q , then N V R s N V Q s1 G 1 G 1
Ž . Ž .R, and so R s G. In that case, V G s V Q , contrary to what has been1 1
Ž . Ž . R Rsaid. Hence, V Q ; V R . It follows from y l U s B that y F D so1 1
² R: Žy s D D, as a dihedral 2-group, is generated by its noncentral
. ² : Žinvolutions . We have R s t ? Q for some involution t g R y Q t exists
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Ž . Ž . . tsince V Q - V R , by the above . Then yy is a generator of the cyclic1 1
Ž tmaximal subgroup of D since involutions y and y are not conjugate in
. t ² t: ² :D and t inverts yy . We have D s y, y . Set K s y, t . Then K is
² :dihedral and contains properly D since t f D. It follows that K s t ? D
Ž .nq 1( D . Next, t normalizes A s Z Q . If t centralizes A, then R s2
² :A) D, t s A) K has the same form as Q, contrary to the maximal
² :choice of Q. It follows that A, t is isomorphic to one of the groups
Ž .mq 1 mq1D or SD , by assumption. We conclude that R ( F m, n .2 2
Ž Ž ..It remains to show that R s G. Assume that R - G. Set S s N V R ;G 1
then R - S. As y R / y S since
< R < < < < < < < < < < S <y s R : C y s R : G - S : G s S : C y s y ,Ž . Ž .R 0 0 S
and as t was an arbitrary involution in R y Q, we may assume that
S R Ž S St g y y y , note that y ; R but y › Q since the number of involu-
< S < < S < < R <.tions in Q is - y : indeed, y G 2 y . However, we have noted after
Ž . Ž .the definition of F m, n that C t has a subgroup isomorphic to E ,G 8
Ž . mwhereas C y ( C = C 0 has no such subgroup. By the choice, y, t areG 2 2
conjugate in G. We get a contradiction since conjugate elements must
have isomorphic centralizers. Hence R s S s G, completing the proof.
To complete the classification of 2-groups G containing an involution
Ž m.whose centralizer C is of type 2, 2 , it remains to consider the case when
Ž . ² : mq 1N C has an involution t such that A, t ( M for some A - C.G 2
10. CHARACTERIZATION THEOREMS
We prove three easy theorems characterizing p-groups of maximal class.
Recall, that all irregular subgroups of a p-group of maximal class are of
Ž w x.maximal class see, for example, B3 .
THEOREM 10.1. Let G be an irregular p-group. Then the following condi-
tions are equi¤alent:
Ž .a G is of maximal class.
Ž . pb G has a maximal regular subgroup of order p .
Ž . mProof. i Let G be an irregular group of maximal class and order p .
Ž Ž ..One may assume that m ) p q 1. Let G s C Z G , the fundamental1 G 2
subgroup of G. We know that G is absolutely regular.1
We prove by induction on m that every regular subgroup U of G of
order ) p p is contained in G . Let U F H - G, where H is maximal in1
G. One may assume that H / G . It is known that H l G s H is the1 1 1
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< < < < pfundamental subgroup of H since H ) U ) p . By the inductive hy-
pothesis in H, U F H so U F G .1 1
Let M be an irregular subgroup of G of order p pq1; then M is of
maximal class. Let U be a subgroup of index p in M such that U / M l
G . Then U g G . We claim that U is a desired subgroup. Indeed, if1 1
U - V - G, then V g G , so, by the result of the preceding paragraph, V1
is irregular. In that case, U is a maximal regular subgroup of G of order
p Ž . Ž .p . Thus, a implies b .
Ž .ii Suppose that U is a maximal regular subgroup of an irregular
< < p Ž . < < 2p-group G and U s p . Set H s N U . Assume that H : U G p . LetG
D be an H-invariant subgroup of index p2 in U and let VrU be a
Ž . 3subgroup of order p in C UrD . Then VrD is abelian of order p andHr D
< < pq1V s p so the class of V is at most p y 1 and hence it is regular, a
< <contradiction since U - V. Thus, H : U s p so H, being irregular of
order p pq1, is of maximal class.
Ž .Hence, it remains to prove: if G has a subgroup U such that N s N UG
is of maximal class, then G is also of maximal class. To this end, we use
< < Ž . Ž . Ž .induction on G . Since C N normalizes U, we see that C N s Z NG G
Ž . < Ž . <s Z G is of order p. Since U is normal in N and Z N s p, it follows
Ž . Ž . w xthat Z G s Z N - U. By B1, Proposition 19 , our assertion holds if
< < 3 < < 3 Ž Ž .. Ž .N s p . Let N ) p . Then N UrZ G s NrZ G is of maximalG r ZŽG.
Ž .class so GrZ G is of maximal class, by the inductive hypothesis. Since
< Ž . <Z G s p, it follows that G is also of maximal class, completing the proof.
We see that the fundamental subgroup G of a p-group G of maximal1
class and order ) p pq1 is the unique maximal regular subgroup of G of
order ) p p.
Ž .For k g N, let Z G be the k th member of the upper central series ofk
Ž .G. If N is a normal subgroup of a p-group G, then either N - Z G ork
< Ž . < kelse N l Z G G p .k
THEOREM 10.2. Let H be a normal subgroup of a p-group G and k g N.
Ž .Set D s H l Z G and assume that D is of maximal class. Thenk
Ž . < <a H is of maximal class and H : D F p.
Ž . Ž .b If , in addition, H s G, then G s Z G .k
Ž . < < 3 ŽProof. Set L s Z G . Obviously, D G p we do not consider abeliank
2 .groups of order p as groups of maximal class . We will use induction on
< <D .
Ž . < < 3 Ž .a Let D s p . Set C s C D ; then C is normal in G. It is clearH
Ž . Ž Ž . .that C l D s Z D is of order p so C l L s C l L l H s C l D is
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also of order p. Since k ) 1, it follows that C is of order p so H is of
w xmaximal class, by B1, Proposition 19 . Assume that D - H. Then D is
Ž Ž .maximal in H otherwise, since H is of maximal class, we get D F F H
2 Ž .and D , a G-invariant subgroup of order p in D, centralizes F H ; then0
Ž . . < <D F Z D , which is not the case . Thus, in any case, H : D F p.0
< < 3 Ž . Ž .Let D ) p ; then k G 3. In that case, Z G l H s Z D is of order p.
Ž . Ž .As DrZ D is of maximal class, HrZ D is of maximal class, by the
inductive hypothesis. Since D is of maximal class and k ) 1, it follows
< Ž . < Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..from Z D s p that Z H is of order p indeed, Z H l L F Z D so
< <H is of maximal class. As in the previous paragraph, H : D F p.
Ž . Ž .b Let, in addition, H s G. Then G is of maximal class, by a .
Ž . < <Assuming that L - G, we get as in a that G : L s p. Then, if L is a0
3 Ž Ž .  4.G-invariant subgroup of index p in L L s Z G for some t g N j 0 ,0 t
Ž .the pair LrL - GrL satisfies b . Taking into account our aim, we may0 0
 4 < < 3 < < 4assume that L s 1 ; in that case L s p . Then G s p , k s 2, and0
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .LrZ L F Z GrZ L , which is a contradiction since GrZ L is of
maximal class.
ŽIn Theorem 10.3, we offer an alternate proof of Taussky's theorem see
w Ž .x. wHup, Satz 3.11.9 a . We use the following known result BZ, Lemma
x Ž . Ž .31.8 : if the Frattini subgroup of a 2-group G is of type 2, 2 , then F G is
Ž .contained in Z G .
< <THEOREM 10.3. Let G be a nonabelian 2-group. If G : G9 s 4, then G
has a cyclic subgroup of index 2.
Ž .Proof. Assume that G has no cyclic subgroup of index 2. Since F G
Ž . Ž . Ž .sT G , we see that F G is not cyclic. Then F G has a G-invariant1
Ž . Ž .subgroup T such that F G rT is abelian of type 2, 2 . We claim that this
 4is impossible. Taking into account our aim, we may assume that T s 1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then F G is abelian of type 2, 2 so F G F Z G , by the result in the
paragraph, preceding the theorem. Then all proper subgroups of G are
< < < <abelian so G9 s 2. We see that G : G9 ) 4, which is not the case.
It follows from the classification of the 2-groups with cyclic subgroup of
index 2 that G of Theorem 10.3 is of maximal class.
11. OPEN QUESTIONS
Below we formulate some related problems.
1. Describe the p-groups without normal subgroups of order p2 py1
2 Ž w x .and exponent p . Compare to H, Theorem 2.5 .
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2. Describe the p-groups G all of whose subgroups of exponent p2
2 p Ž .have order F p . Compare to Theorem 4.
3. Classify the p-groups G such that G has only one maximal
Žsubgroup of the same exponent as G. It is easy to see that such a G is
.generated by two elements.
4. Describe the irregular p-groups whose characteristic subgroups
of exponent p have orders F p py1.
5. Study the p-groups containing a normal subgroup H of maximal
Ž .class such that C H - H.G
< Ž . < 56. Classify the 2-groups G such that V G F 2 .2
< <7. Find all the p-groups G of maximal class such that G s
< Ž . <Aut G .p
Ž . pq18. Old problem Let a p-group G of order p be irregular,
p ) 2, and G a p-group. Suppose that the lattices of subgroups of G and0
G are isomorphic. Is G irregular?0 0
9. Study the p-groups G without subgroups of order p pq1 and
Ž .exponent p and such that G s V G .1
Ž . p10. Classify the p-groups with c G s p .2
11. Study the p-groups containing a maximal regular subgroup of
pq1 Ž .order p . Compare to Theorem 7.2.
1Ž . 2Ž .12. Show that the length of the series G )T G )T G ) ??? )
 41 is not bounded in the terms of k alone for groups G of exponent
k Ž .p ) p see Section 4 .
13. Complete the classification of groups of Lemma 9.1 in the case
Ž .p s 2. See Theorem 9.2.
14. Classify the p-groups G containing an element a of order p3
Ž . ² :such that C a s a .G
Ž .In Questions 15]18, we assume the Hypothesis see Section 1 .
15. Prove Theorem 1 for k s 5.
16. Prove that if G possesses an abelian subgroup of index p2, it
also has a W-invariant abelian subgroup of index p2.
17. Describe the groups G of exponent ) p that have no Q-in-
variant cyclic subgroup of order p2.
< < pq118. Prove that if G ) p and G possesses a subgroup of order
p p and exponent p, then it has such a subgroup which is Q-invariant.
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